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WIND OF CHANGE

Another way I can look at the ‘Wind
of Change’ is to refer to the text in
Song of Solomon 4:16, where the
Shulamite, who represents the Bride
of Christ cries out, “Awake, O north
wind, and come, O south! Blow upon
my garden that its spices may flow
out. Let my beloved come to his
garden and eat its pleasant fruits.”

(also

His breath

known as

His Spirit), is going
to c ome upon the

church in such a

powerful way that

this massive army

that was once dead

and lifeless, will rise
in great power

and glor y.

CHAIRMAN’S message

WIND
OF CHANGE

Congratulations graduands of the School of Ministry, Term 1, 2022. I am certain you have encountered
many defining moments the past 3 months. Allow me at this point to encourage you to keep pressing
upwards, onwards and towards the goal of the high call of God in Christ Jesus.
Your graduating theme, “Wind of Change” is an interesting one and can be approached in several ways.
I chose to look into the passage in Ezekiel 37 where the prophet had a vision of a great burial site and
saw an army of dry bones. He was asked if this great army could live again. The Lord then commanded
the prophet to speak to the 4 winds and to prophesy to them that they would breathe on this massive
army so that they might live again. The prophet did as he was commanded and this great army rose to
their feet.
Whilst this is a picture of Israel coming back to life, it is also a beautiful picture of the great army that
God is going to raise in the last days. His breath (also known as His Spirit), is going to come upon the
church in such a powerful way that this massive army that was once dead and lifeless, will rise in great
power and glory. We are at the threshold of a mighty move of God that will come when the wind of
God blows upon us again.

This is a fascinating scripture that
requires some explanation. There are
2 winds in Israel - the North and
the South wind, both of which are
different. The North wind in Israel
brings the cold and also the rain. It
represents the difficult and challenging
circumstances a believer will have to
face in life. Without these experiences,
we cannot come into perfection.
All of us will have to go through
harsh seasons where we experience
brokenness and contriteness. As
Mary had to break the alabaster jar
to let the fragrance ooze out, so
likewise there has to be brokenness
in our lives before the fragrance of
Jesus can emanate from us. We are
not insulated from the pain of life
just because we are believers. But as
we go through those cold and hard
experiences in life, something of the
nature of Christ is formed within us.

WIND OF CHANGE

But I thank God that He does not
just send the cold harsh northern
winds but He also sends the south
wind as well. The south wind is a
gentle wind that brings warmth
and it is this wind that causes the
fragrance to flow. A beautiful picture
of this is Esther.
During the purification process to
become queen, Esther was purified
for 6 months with bitter herbs and
6 months with sweet oils. This is
symbolic of the bitter and sweet
experiences we face in life. We have
to go through both bitter and sweet
experiences in order for the fragrance
of Christ to emanate from us. Life is
not just all sweet; and neither is it all
bitter. These bitter-sweet seasons
alternate in our lives. That’s how the
fragrance of Jesus can be released
from our hearts.
There is one more thing to observe
in this passage. The Shunamite
mentions a garden of spices which is
representative of our hearts. It is
quite clear to see from scripture
that our Lord loves gardens. The first
thing He did after He created and
brought order to this world was to
plant a garden.
Eden must have been a gorgeous
place to live in. Everything in it was
perfect. The difference between a
garden and a forest is that one is
planned and the other is not. A
forest grows randomly while a garden
has a designer. And in a well-planned
garden, everything is designed around
the centerpiece and that centerpiece
in Eden was the Tree of Life.
Eden must have been a visual feast
for the eyes. The temperature must
have been optimal and the scents
magnificent. Every tree had fruit that
was good for food. This beautiful
promise of Eden will be restored to
us one day.
Now the Lord seeks to plant trees
that will bear 9 different but amazing
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fruit. And this is the whole purpose
of a garden as summarized in the last
part of verse 16, “Let my beloved
come into his garden, and eat his
pleasant fruits.” Because of the
preparation, the believer’s garden is
now prepared for the Lord and the
invitation is given to the Lord to
come to His Garden and eat. My
friends, what the Lord desires is fruit!
The Song of Solomon was written
allegorically and I would like to
interpret the next few verses in that
manner because they contain
powerful truths. The Bridegroom says
to His beloved Bride, “I have come
into my garden, my sister, my spouse:
I have gathered my myrrh” (Song of
Solomon 5:1). The first fruit that’s
mentioned in the garden is myrrh.
Myrrh is a picture of meekness and
the Lord wants this priceless fruit
to be developed in all His children.
He loves the one who is meek.Yet,
meekness is one of the hardest of
the fruit to produce.
Then He says, “I have eaten my
honeycomb with my honey.” Honey
speaks of life in the Bible and points
us to Jesus coming to give us life
and life more abundantly. I’d like to
encourage us to always seek a fresh
release of life within us. Life begets
life; life attracts life and Christ is the
source of life in the Spirit.
Then He says, “I have drunk my wine
with my milk.” Wine represents joy
and the fruit of the Spirit while milk

CHANGING PATHS, AFFIRMING LIVES

I am looking forward to be refreshed in
Tung Ling Bible School
Honey speaks of life in

the Bible and points us

to Jesus c oming to give
us life and life more
abundantly.

speaks of the Word of God. Here
we see the Lord wanting to develop
in us the fruit of the Spirit and the
Word of God. He wants the Word to
be deeply rooted within our hearts.
The purpose of this is so that we
become a pleasure to the Lord and
our fruit can be partaken by others.
The friends of the Bridegroom can
enjoy and be nourished by the fruit
in our garden. All this begins when
we allow the wind of God to blow
in our gardens.
So let’s invite God to come and blow
upon our gardens with both the
north and the south wind. My prayer
is that all the fruit of the Spirit will
come to fullness and maturity in our
lives through this process and that
we will grow and be a blessing to
those around us.

The beginning of wisdom is: Acquire wisdom;
And with all your possessions, acquire understanding.

REV YANG TUCK YOONG

Proverbs 4:7 NASB

SOM
(English)

Chairman of the Board,
Tung Ling Bible School

Senior Pastor,
Cornerstone Community Church

03.01-24.03

SOM

TERM 1

SOL

(Chinese)

04.04-24.06
事奉学校
(华)

A: 2, Gambas Crescent, #10-05 Nordcom II, Singapore 757044
T: +65 6345 4353 F: +65 6345 4639 E: Admin@Tungling.org.sg W: www.tungling.org.sg
Follow Us: @tunglingbibleschool
Facebook
Instagram

04.07-22.09

SOM
(English)

04.07-22.09
TERM 2
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The theme for this issue of the Polished Shaft is ‘Wind of Change.’ What the wind of change brought about that
day at Pentecost is just as relevant for us today. From the passage in Acts 2: 1-45, what can we learn about the
seven changes that the wind of the Holy Spirit brings to our life?

1.

G R A D U AT I O N m e s s a g e

BLOW

WIND
BLOW

A ten-year-old Jonathan, standing in the middle of
a circle with all others seated, shouted “blow wind
blow!”, to which everyone chorused, “blow what?”
Jonathan hollered, “everyone who has a pair of
ears!” An instant commotion erupted with every
boy and girl vacating their seats and scuffling to
exchange seats. Only Janet was left without a seat.
She then had to stand in the middle of the circle to
do the next call-out.
As familiar as we are with the game ‘Blow wind
blow,’ in reality, the winds of change come all too
often. When a gush of strong wind blows across
a silent street, an empty plastic bottle sitting on
a table outside a café gets blown off and goes
bobbling down the street. A plastic pail hanging

precariously on a tenterhook outside a house
gets lifted and blown away, tumbling from house
to house. Bamboo poles with clothes hanging get
airborne and crash-lands at the neighbour next
door. Even the trees bend forward with broken
branches, twigs and leaves fluttering around the
street in a circle. When a strong wind blows like a
tornado or hurricane, nothing stands still. Nothing
stays status quo.
Similarly on the day of Pentecost recorded in
Acts 2, the sound of a rushing wind came into the
room where the disciples of Jesus were gathered.
It was not the sound of wind caused by earth’s
atmospheric condition, but the wind of God’s spirit
from the heavens. Tongues of fire rested on each of
them and they were filled with the Holy Spirit and
began to speak with other tongues (Acts 2:2-4).
It was a wind of refreshing change.
The wind of the Holy Spirit brought about a wind of
change. Interestingly, the Hebrew and Greek word
for ‘Spirit’ is “pneuma,” which is the same word as
‘wind’ and ‘breath.’ The wind of change is undoubtedly
the breath of God’s act through His Holy Spirit.

2.

The Wind Of The Holy
Spirit Brings CONVICTION
Of Hearts.

The Wind Of The
Holy Spirit Harvests The
CONVERSION Of Souls.

(Acts 2: 5-13) When the devout
Jews from various nations living
in Jerusalem heard about the wind
of the Holy Spirit on the day of
Pentecost, they got together. They
were bewildered and amazed that
those Galileans, disciples of Jesus,
spoke in other tongues. Some were
amused, but others were cynical.
Some asked mockingly, “Are they
already drunk at nine o’clock in
the morning?”

(Acts 2: 37-38) When the people
were pierced to their hearts, they
asked, “What shall we do?” And
Peter said, “Repent and be baptized
in the name of Jesus Christ for the
forgiveness of your sin…”

When the Apostle Peter took his
stand and made his maiden sermon,
the people were ‘pierced or cut to
the heart.’ (Acts 2:37) They were
smitten in their mind and emotion.
In another version, it says, “They
came under a deep conviction!”

It is the Holy Spirit who will guide us
into all truth and made Jesus known
to us. Jesus himself said this in John
16: 13-14 “When he, the Spirit of truth,
comes, he will guide you into all the
truth...14 He will glorify me because it
is from me that he will receive what he
will make known to you.”

That is the work of the Holy Spirit.
As in 1 Thessalonians 1:5, Paul
declared that “…our gospel came to
you not simply with words but also
with power, with the Holy Spirit and
deep conviction.”
When we allow the Holy Spirit to
bring the Word of God into our
hearts, he brings deep conviction
and changes us from within. When
the wind of the Holy Spirit comes,
“he will convict the world concerning
sin and righteousness and judgement.”
(John 16: 8)

Three thousand souls came to the
Lord that day. (Acts 2:41) No coercing,
no compelling, no compulsion, but
willing conversion by the power of
the Holy Spirit.

The wind of the Holy Spirit comes
alongside us to lead, guide and make
known to us the way to Christ. He
does the work of regeneration in the
lives of those unsaved. As believers,
it is of great encouragement to know
that we need simply communicate
the truth, and the Holy Spirit will do
the conversion.

3.

The Wind Of The Holy
Spirit Is A CONFIRMATION
Of The Promise For
Empowerment And The Seal
Of God’s Possession.
(Acts 2: 38-39) Apart from receiving
the forgiveness of sins, Peter said,
“You shall receive the gift of the
Holy Spirit. For the promise is for you
and your children, and for all who are
far off, as many as the Lord our Lord
shall call to Himself.”
For the disciples to receive the
gift of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost
was a fulfilment of God’s promise.
Jesus instructed them not to leave
Jerusalem, but to wait for the Father’s
promised gift, which he had talked
about. (Acts 1:4) He said, “But you
will receive power when the Holy Spirit
comes on you, and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, and all Judea
and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth.” Acts 1:8
These are supernatural empowerment
enabling the believers to live the
Christian life and be his witnesses.
What an assurance it is to know that
the promised Holy Spirit is the seal
that marks us as God’s possession
and as believers belonging to Christ.
(Ephesians 1:13)
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6.

The Wind Of The
Holy Spirit Is Present In The
COMMUNION Of Saints.
When we allow the wind

of the Holy Spirit to fill us afresh,
we will have the c ourage to

live out our Christian witness,
experiencing these wonderful
changes including the riches
of His blessings.

4.

5.

The Wind Of The
Holy Spirit Frees Us From
The CORRUPTION Of Sin
And CONDEMNATION.

The Wind Of The
Holy Spirit Leads Us In
CONFORMITY With
Christ And His Word.

(Acts 1:40) Peter strongly urged
people to free themselves from the
corruption of sin and be saved from
this perverse generation!”

(Acts 2: 14-36) Prompted by the
Holy Spirit, Peter preached his
sermon not knowing what to expect.
But it was the Holy Spirit who moved
the hearts of men. “Those who heard;
gladly received his word and were
baptised…” (Acts 2:41) They acted
according to the revelation of the
Word conforming to the commands
of Christ.

The wind of the Holy Spirit has
liberated us from the power of sin
and corruption. “Therefore, there is
now no condemnation for those who
are in Christ Jesus, 2 because through
Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit who
gives life has set you free from the law
of sin and death.” Romans 8:1-2
It is the Holy Spirit who delivers us
from the snare of sin and sets us free
from guilt, shame and condemnation.
We can walk in confidence to live
a fruitful life in Christ. Like the
Apostle Paul professed, “But now
being made free from sin and become
servants to God, ye have your fruit unto
sanctification, and the end eternal life.”
Romans 6:22

Without the Holy Spirit, there is
no wisdom and revelation in the
knowledge of Christ. Without
knowing Christ, how can we have
conformity with Christ? We need
the Holy Spirit to open the eyes of
our hearts so that we may know the
hope of His calling, the riches of the
glory of His inheritance in the saints
and the surpassing greatness of His
power towards us who believe.
(Ephesians 1: 17-19)

(Acts 2:42) As a result of the
outpouring presence of the Holy
Spirit, four distinctive changes
marked the communion of believers
and their being together: (i). the
apostle’s teaching; (ii). fellowship;
(iii). breaking bread; (iv). prayers.
These were not just ‘flash in the pan’
changes, but their distinctiveness as
Christian and disciples of Christ.
We need to rely on the Holy Spirit as
our Helper (Greek word: Parakletos),
Advocate, and Counsellor providing
wise counsel to the community of
the followers of Christ. We need the
Holy Spirit to teach us the Word and
bring to remembrance the sufferings,
resurrection and return of Christ
through the breaking of bread. Jesus
told his disciples, “The Holy Spirit
whom the Father will send in my name,
he will teach you all things and bring
to remembrance all that I have said to
you.” (John 14:26)
We need the Holy Spirit to help us
to lead a life worthy of His calling…
with all lowliness and meekness, with
patience, forbearing one another in love,
eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit
in the bond of peace. (Ephesians 4:1-3).
We can be thankful that the Holy
Spirit will help us to align our prayers
with God’s will. “In the same way, the
Spirit helps us in our weakness.We do
not know what we ought to pray for,
but the Spirit himself intercedes for us
through wordless groans. 27 And he who
searches our hearts knows the mind of
the Spirit; because the Spirit intercedes
for God’s people in accordance with the
will of God.” (Romans 8: 10-11, 27)
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7.

The Wind Of The
Holy Spirit Gives Us The
COURAGE To Live Out
Our Witness.
(Acts 2: 43-45) The wind of the
Holy Spirit led to changes in the
way the believers lived out their
lives. Many signs and wonders were
performed, and fear came upon
every soul. They demonstrated love
and concern for one another. All the
believers were together and had
everything in common.
(Acts 2: 46-47) The wind of the
Holy Spirit brought blessings to their
daily lives. The blessings of unity and
being in one accord. The blessing of
taking meals together with gladness
in their hearts. The blessing of being
able to praise God. The blessing of
having favour with all people. The
blessing of having many being added
to the church.
When we allow the wind of the
Holy Spirit to fill us afresh, we will
have the courage to live out our
Christian witness, experiencing these
wonderful changes including the
riches of His blessings.
As you graduate from the School
of Ministry at Tung Ling Bible School,
I want to encourage you to enter
into a day of personal Pentecost.
Invite the Holy Spirit to come and
fill you afresh. My prayer is that the
wind of the Holy Spirit will continue
to blow into your life and may you
experience the wind of change.
Blow wind blow!

Blessings

MRS ONG GUEK JU

Principal, Tung Ling Bible School
Dean, School of Ministry (English)

MR PHILIP ONG

Dean, School of Leadership
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DEANS
And Staff

1

2

2

1 MRS ONG GUEK JU
Principal & Dean of School of Ministry
(English)

3

Members
PASTOR LESLIE CHUA
REV VINCENT GOH
MR RICHARD MAGNUS JUDGE (RETIRED)
REV DR EU HONG SENG
7 REV CHIA BENG HOCK
3
4
5
6

3

4 MS ELIZABETH
Administrative Assistant
5 MS CARA LOH
Registrar & Programme Co-Ordinator

4

5

6

Management Board

2 MS WONG KOK YEE
Treasurer

3 MS JULIA TANDY
Administrator

7 MR BENJI WONG
Maintenance Supervisor

SCHOOL
1 REV YANG TUCK YOONG
Chairman

2 MR PHILIP ONG
Dean of School of Leadership

6 MR SAM GEORGE
Audio Video Operations Specialist
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9 MR PHILIP ONG
Dean of School of Leadership

6

5

7

8 MRS ONG GUEK JU
Principal & Dean of School of Ministry
(English)

7

9

8
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1

2

3

< School Of Ministry >

LECTURERS

4

3 PASTOR JEREMY WITHEROW
Prophecy Principles:
Practices & Activation

Senior Pastor Daniel Foo is the Senior
Pastor of Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines)
Church, Singapore. He had worked in the
financial markets for over 20 years, before
heeding the call to give himself fully to
the ministry since mid-2000. He is a gifted
teacher of the Word, and his ministry focus
is on spiritual leadership and teaching the
Word to equip the saints for effective
ministry. He speaks regularly at Pastors &
Leaders Conferences in various countries
and especially in West African nations. He is
on the faculty of Haggai Institute & Tung Ling
Bible School. He serves on the leadership
team of the Love Singapore Network of
Churches. He has co-authored 4 books:
“Running with Horses” & “The Outstanding
Leader” (Armour Publisher); “Spiritual
Hygiene” & “Effective Prayer” (CRU).

Pastor Jeremy Witherow comes from
New Zealand, where he is a credentialed
minister with the Assemblies of God
Church. He holds a Bachelor of Ministries
and a Master of Theology degree from
Laidlaw College (Auckland). Jeremy
previously served as a pastor in Singapore
for nearly a decade before returning to
his homeland. He now serves the Body
of Christ through an itinerant teaching,
preaching, and prophetic ministry.
Jeremy’s passion is training and
equipping believers for prophetic roles.
He is the author of “The Voice of Prophecy,”
and “The Handbook for Prophetic Ministry.”

2 PASTOR RUPERT LIM
Praise & Worship

Biography

5

6

7

1 SENIOR PASTOR DANIEL FOO
The Spiritual Believer, Walking in
Freedom & Victory, Finishing Well

Pastor Rupert Lim is a trained professional
musician who gave up his established
music career to follow the call of God.
He served as a full-time worship director
at Cornerstone Community Church for
more than 20 years and is currently serving
as worship director at Christ Methodist
Church. He lectures at various Christian
institutions and is also one of the lecturers
at the School of Ministry, Tung Ling
Bible School. He speaks regularly at
worship seminars and conducts training
and workshops to worship ministries
of churches of various denominations.
Pastor Rupert is married and has
two lovely children.

4 REVEREND JAMES SINGH
Prayer & Fasting
Reverend James Jagjeet Singh is the
overseer of Eagle’s Nest Church and an
itinerant Evangelist under the Assemblies
of God, Singapore. In this dual office, he
carries a prophetic anointing and the fire
of the Holy Spirit wherever he goes.
His passion is to see revival come
upon the churches. He graduated from
Assemblies of God Bible College with a
Bachelor of Theology. He is married to
Rosie and together they have two children,
Josiah and Sarabeth.
5 REVEREND DR MARGARET
SEAWARD
Hearing the Voice of God
Reverend Dr Margaret Seaward is a
dynamic teacher of the Word and has been
a missionary instructor in Biblical Studies
for more than 50 years. She is the wife
of the late Rev Dr Fred Seaward,
former Senior Pastor of Elim Church.
They came as faith ministers and had
pioneered churches in Singapore and
Malaysia. They came to Singapore in 1955
as missionaries from the United States
under the Assemblies of God. Together
they have planted churches in Singapore
and have been actively involved in missions.

6 DEAN PHILIP ONG
Character Formation
Dean Philip Ong, is the Dean of the
School of Leadership. He has more than
30 years experience in the advertising
business. In 1995, he started an advertising
company in Jakarta and simultaneously
pioneered a local church with a group of
believers. On returning back to Singapore
in 2002, he became the founding chairman
of Equipping Leaders for Asia (ELA),
a non-profit organization challenging men to
rise up as Spiritual Leaders in their homes,
workplaces, churches and community.
Having dealt with leaders and leadership
pitfalls at different levels, Philip felt a
compelling need to teach about character
formation. He has been teaching Character
Formation at Tung Ling Bible School
since 2017.
7 BROTHER JOSEPH CHEAN
Father Heart of God & Go-Forth Mission
Brother Joseph Chean is the national
director of Youth with A Mission (YWAM)
Singapore, a global movement of Christians
from many denominations dedicated
to presenting Jesus personally to this
generation. Joseph is married to Kim and
has two lovely girls, Olivia and Ashley.
He attends the Chapel of the
Holy Spirit, an Anglican church where
he had served as a youth pastor and
Chaplain’s Assistant in St. Andrew’s
Secondary School for 8 years (1989-1997).
During that time, he also pioneered
Eternal Splashes, a creative arts outreach
ministry that trains and disciples youth to
do street evangelism in Singapore.
He joined YWAM in 1997 and has served
in various leadership roles before assuming
the role of National Director of
YWAM Singapore in 2012.
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8 BROTHER STEVEN CHEONG
Financial Stewardship

10 DEAN ONG GUEK JU
The Joy of Personal Bible Study

13 REVEREND LES WHEELDON
Exposition on the Book of Romans

Brother Steven Cheong spent 15 years as
head of mergers & acquisitions at a listed
engineering group before he retired in
2016. Prior to that, he spent 15 years in
investment banking. He is an accountant
by training. He responded to God’s call
to serve in the teaching ministry and has
a passion to mentor young adults. He is
a member of Cornerstone Community
Church and is a graduate of the School of
Ministry and School of Leadership,
Tung Ling Bible School. He has taught
financial stewardship at various forums
in Cornerstone Community Church and
at the 2021 N5 Conference on Faith,
Family & Finance. He is married with
three children.

Dean Ong Guek Ju is a gifted teacher of
the Word, regularly training others in her
capacity as the Principal of Tung Ling Bible
School and Dean of the School of Ministry.
Her passionate desire to train and mentor
young women and leaders from all walks
of life comes through her experience as a
professional life coach from Life Forming
Leadership Coaching and as an adjunct
faculty at the Haggai Institute for Advanced
Leadership Training in the Mid-Pacific
Centre, Maui. She has authored a book
entitled, “From Strength to Strength.”

Reverend Les Wheeldon was called into
full time ministry in 1979 and was
ordained by a German missionary society.
He and his wife,Vicki, pioneered a ministry
in Cameroon, West Africa which saw the
Lord’s blessings in the formation of a church
that is still actively growing today.
Rev Les and his wife served the Lord
for eight years in Cameroon. Rev Les
has also pastored several churches in
the United Kingdom and has been
involved in preaching and teaching
God’s word in Africa, Europe and over
recent years in Siberia and the
Canadian Arctic.

9 REVEREND JOEL BAKER
Conflict Resolution & Jewish Roots
Reverend Joel Baker has been in
full-time ministry for more than 40 years.
He holds a BA in Jewish Studies, and
a Master’s Degree in Jewish-Christian
Relations taken in Jerusalem where he
lived for 10 years. He pastored in
South Africa for 4 years, and served as the
Dean of the School of Ministry at
Tung Ling Bible School from 1996-2001.
He is currently Senior Pastor of Flame Tree
Church on the Sunshine Coast of Australia
where he lives with his wife and family.
They have a passion for the wholeness
of the Body of Christ and the manifest
Kingdom of God.

11 BROTHER POH YU KHING
Our Calling as Marketplace Christians
Brother Poh Yu Khing has worked in
both government and private sector for
more than 20 years - helping to setup
the Singapore Sports School and Singapore
Sports Hub projects. He is now freelance,
but considers himself fully employed
by God. He serves God through
corporate consulting work and a Christian
marketplace mentoring programme
called Resource Global. His mission
is to see businesses as a force for good,
and to serve and uplift the less
privileged in society.
12 REVEREND DR SAMUEL KIM
Discovering Jesus in the Old Testament
Reverend Dr Samuel Kim is currently
serving as the Senior Pastor of Zion
Church in Singapore, and lectures on the
History of Redemption Book Series across
the Asia Pacific. A pastor deeply-rooted
in the Word of the Bible and a fervent
preacher of God’s redemptive message,
Rev. Kim is also a member of the English
translation team for Rev. Dr. Abraham
Park’s History of Redemption Book Series.

14 PASTOR DR PHILIP LYN
Spiritual Leadership
Pastor Dr Philip Lyn is the founder and
senior pastor of Skyline SIB Church,
Malaysia, a vibrant and growing citychurch that prioritises prayer and the
workplace. He studied medicine at
Oxford and Biblical studies in London.
He is both a practicing medical doctor
and a pastor, and leads a full team of
bi-vocational pastors who integrate
secular work and church ministry as one
calling. He ministers widely in many
nations, and has completed writing
his third book on Christians in the
Workplace called “The Invasive Kingdom”.
His first two were “Slingshots” and
“The Call of Issachar”.
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Colossians 3:16

Let the mess age of Christ

dwell among you richly as
you teach and admonish
one another with all

13

wisdom through ps alms,

hymns, and songs from the
Spirit, singing to Go d
with gratitude in

14

your hear ts.
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15 BROTHER PRIYAN (MAX)
JEGANATHAN
The Gospel & Culture: Biblical 21st
Century Apologetics

15

16

17

18

Brother Priyan (Max) Jeganathan is
Director and Speaker for Thinking Faith.
He is passionate about the power of the
gospel of Jesus Christ to transform lives.
Max has spoken in banks, businesses,
universities, government, and political
institutions, as well as in debates and at
churches and conferences. He has worked
as a lawyer and a political and policy adviser
in the Australian National Parliament,
including time as an Adviser to a Senior
Cabinet Minister and as Senior Social Policy
Adviser to the Leader of the Australian
Opposition. Born in Sri Lanka, Max’s family
moved to Australia as refugees in the mid1980s. He was educated at the Australian
National University and the University of
Oxford. His research interests relate to the
relationships between faith, politics,
public policy, economics, and moral
reasoning. He is currently undertaking a
PhD in Law. Max lives in Singapore with
his wife, Fiona, and their two young children.
He loves movies, good drinks with friends
and playing with his kids.
16 DEPUTY SENIOR PASTOR
CHUA SENG LEE
Mental Health & Soul Care

19

Deputy Senior Pastor Chua Seng Lee
has been a full-time pastor since 1992.
He has spent more than 2 decades working
with youth and young adults. He has also
served as council member in the National
Youth Council for 4 years, after which he
was invited to chair the National Steering
Committee for Youth Mentoring for 4 years.
Currently, he is a Deputy Senior Pastor with
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church.

17 SISTER SEAH CHIEW KWAN
and 18 BROTHER ROY PHUA
Silence & Solitude
Since 2007, both Sister Seah Chiew Kwan
and Brother Roy Phua have developed
interest in Christian spirituality.
Keeper’s Loft ministry was formed in
December 2010. They have been facilitating
retreats since.They have two adult children
and two grandchildren. Chiew Kwan did
her masters at the Biblical Graduate School
of Theology (BGST) and professional
counselling at TCA College. She is an
adjunct lecturer with BGST. Her passion
is integrating psychotherapy and Christian
spirituality in her work and ministry. Roy has
been active in church and Christian ministry
since his pre-university days. He has served
in the Church Board of Directors for
14 years. He retired from Civil Defence
in 2019. He is an alumni of TLBS, completing
SOM T2 in 2019 and SOL in 2021.
19 REVEREND HENSON LIM
Knowing & Fulfilling Kingdom
Assignments
Reverend Henson Lim is the author of
“Say to Archippus”, “Alignment Check” and
founder of Archippus Awakening a kingdom
initiative dedicated to the awakening of
saints to know and fulfil their God-given
kingdom assignments. Henson managed
an advertising agency for 14 years before
stepping into ministry in 2004.
After obtaining his M.Div from TCA College,
he served as Dean of a School of Ministry
and later, Deputy Senior Pastor of a local
church. Called to the ministry of teaching
and preaching, he declares the Word of God
with a passion to spur others to rise above
mediocre Christianity that they may live
lives worthy of their calls in Jesus Christ.
Henson is married to Serene and
they have seven children.
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food, those who are thirsty and in need
of drink, those who are strangers and in
need of a home, those who are naked and
need to be clothed, those who are sick and
need to be cared for and those who are in
prison and in need of a friend who would
visit them. More than meeting just their
immediate needs, the goal of social work
is similar to the goal of discipleship; that
people can lead a victorious life.
In theory, all that sounds great. In reality,
it is incredibly tough and difficult to help
these people overcome their circumstantial
and internal challenges. My exposure to this
sector started to make me deeply reflect
about whether my work in transforming
people truly had any lasting impact.

IN THE BEGINNING

I would like to think that my professional
journey has always been ordered by God
in the sense that I have never had to apply
for any of the jobs I currently hold or
previously held. It was all by referrals and
connections. In fact, those jobs I did submit
a formal application for, I did not get.
F E AT U R E

THE CHRISTIAN

MiD-lifE

CRISIS

KONG WAI PIEW SEAN
RiverLife Church
“Meaningless! Meaningless…! Utterly
meaningless! Everything is meaningless.”
(Ecclesiastes 1:2, NIV)

This is a weird proclamation to make,
considering that I work in a profession and
sector that is supposedly purposeful and
meaningful. For the past 13 years, I have
been working in the youth development
sector. My job scope entails crafting &
delivering programmes (workshops),
working closely with schools to build
robust whole-school frameworks to develop
character and leadership in students. My
job also involves innovating our methods
of programme delivery, especially when
COVID-19 disrupted our work in 2020.
The goal of all that we do is to build good

character and leadership in today’s youth,
so that they can thrive in their personal,
professional and family life when they
reach adulthood.
On the surface, one can quickly see how
the nature of my work is meaningful. Even
within my Christian social circles, my kind of
work was easier to associate with “kingdom
building” compared to other professions.
Indeed, when I first joined the industry,
that meaning and purpose was a key driving
force for me to show up at work and to
push myself and my team to perform.

Starting work as a fresh graduate, work
was merely a means to make a living and
pay off my university tuition loan. It took
me about 2 years to grow in my work to a
decent level of competency. That was when
I started achieving consistently good results
in the youth programmes that I delivered.
That was also when I started to see that
my work could potentially be meaningful
in shaping the hearts and minds of young
people. With time came promotion
prospects, change of jobs, better job titles,
better platforms of influence, and people
taking me more seriously, etc. My
professional network and collaborations
started to extend into the social service
sector and I became increasingly exposed
to the work in that space.
The social service sector is a tough space.
It is the business of helping individuals or
families with disadvantages to be able to
lead a more “normal” life; a life free from
debilitating addictions, habits and decisions.
This is the space where you will find the
kind of people described in Matthew 25:3539 - those who are hungry and in need of

With time came

promotion, prospects,
change of jobs,

b etter job titles,

b etter platforms
of inf luence,
and people

taking me more
seriously, etc.

THE AWAKENING

As a professional speaker and trainer, we
often evaluate our performance by means
of audience feedback. The typical questions
asked in these kinds of evaluations are:
• Was the speaker interesting/inspiring/
enthusiastic?
• Did you learn something from the
session?
• Would you be able to apply those
learnings back into your life?
Having good scores on these types of
evaluations was a form of validation that
I was doing a good job. Over time, high
scores became more and more common,
to the point that it was a given. I had
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Go d also star ted to
show me aspects of

my work that I neede d to
learn to submit to Him,

and to walk in ob edience
and faith. It was a clear

call to rebuild the altar of
prayer & worship in my

life and to cultivate a life
of faith that f lows into
my place of work.

grown in my competency and accumulated
enough tools in my bag of tricks to know
what works. I arrived at a place where I felt
good about what I was accomplishing, at
least as measured by Man’s standards.
Sometime in 2015, I began to experiment
with survey questions that asked students
to rank how well they have grown through
different modes of learning and
developmental interventions. The results:
programmes, workshops and talks ranked
last out of all the various options afforded
to them. This meant that my work
contributed the least to how a young
person grows. That was a sobering moment
in my career; to realise that even in the
worldly sense, superficial measures used
to assess our work ultimately does not
accurately evaluate the value of our work.

THE SEARCH

Since then, I’ve been asking a lot of questions
about the value of the work I do and
searching for new ways and means to
increase the impact and value of my work.
The more I searched, the more I learnt,
and the more questions I started asking:
• How can we effect sustained behavioural
change and cultivate healthy habits in
young people?
• How can we equip young people for
life on earth whilst planting a seed for
eternity?
• How can people truly be set free from
unhealthy mindsets, attitudes and beliefs?
• How can we stand for and communicate
truth in an increasingly post-truth
culture?

The hardest question to answer was, “If we
were genuinely doing good work, how
come people were not being transformed?”
I knew there were clear biblical and
spiritual answers to these difficult questions,
but I hesitated to take those as the basis to
justify my answers to these questions
because of the secular nature of my work.
So, I tried to find the answers to my
questions outside of scriptures. Whilst
my search for answers has helped me lead
my organisation to evolve and innovate
our work to have more impact, psychology
and the social sciences still did not provide
satisfactory answers to some of my
bigger questions.
Slowly, I had to come to terms with accepting
that the answers I seek can only be found

by seeking God. At the 10-year mark of my
employment with my current organisation,
I asked to take a sabbatical; partly to rest,
and partly to seek God for answers. My
bosses graciously agreed, and that is how
I managed to enrol into TLBS SOM.

THE ANSWERS

In the short time that I was here in TLBS,
God started to download little visions and
instructions on how His greater kingdom
purposes can be achieved in a secular
setting. I learnt that the empowerment and
anointing of the Holy Spirit can flow even
through seemingly secular work to achieve
His purposes. If God were to be exalted in
our lives and work, then an altar of prayer
& worship has to be established: first in our
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personal lives, then in our workplaces.
As it says in Psalms - “Unless the Lord builds
the house, the builders labour in vain…”
(Psalms 127:1, NIV).
God also started to show me aspects of
my work that I needed to learn to submit
to Him, and to walk in obedience and faith.
It was a clear call to rebuild the altar of
prayer & worship in my life and to cultivate
a life of faith that flows into my place of
work. Amongst the different tensions I
was facing, was how to stand for the truth
- both personally and organisationally. This
was something I was struggling with even
before I came to SOM. I knew that standing
for God’s truth in a post-modern and posttruth culture will come at a personal and
organisational cost. I struggled to think that
I might be implicating my colleagues to pay

a price they did not sign up for or believe
in. In the midst of this tension, I could hear
God’s gentle voice telling me to trust Him
in this journey; that He would not only
take care of me when I walk in obedience
to Him, but that He would also take care
of those around me.
My time in SOM has given me greater
clarity on how He wants me to lead my
life - both in the personal and professional
aspect. He has also gently spoken to me
on how I can use my leadership platforms
to influence the marketplace and the
larger society. While I do not have all my
questions answered, I trust His hand to
lead and guide me through. All that is left
to do is to obey and to walk in faith.
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NG JO EE TESSA
City Missions Church

THE SURRENDER

I would never have thought that one day,
I would have surrendered completely to
God. All along, I was content with staying in
my comfort zone; a place where I actively
sought the approval and friendship of my
family and friends. It was only when I started
working that the boundaries of my comfort
zone started to crumble, forcing me to
be exposed to the working world. I was
challenged to become a teacher at an
enrichment centre, even though I disliked
public speaking.
Just like how Moses said to God in the bible,
“But Moses protested to God, “Who am I to
appear before Pharaoh? Who am I to lead the
people of Israel out of Egypt?” (Exodus 3:11, NLT)

I doubted myself. Because of this, despite
God telling me to trust in Him, I simply
could not do so as my weaknesses would
always be reminding me that the job of
teaching was simply too hard. Soon, I had
completely put aside my faith in God’s
power working through me at my workplace.
2 years into my job, I was battling anxieties
and fears despite countless reminders from
my family members that I was making a
difference in the lives of my students.Yes,
God called me into teaching. But no, I

F E AT U R E

THE

enc ounter that

I knew, Go d was
there with me.

I knew immediately
that Go d was

I was ready to do it. However, God sent
my mother, aunt and sister who prayed
with me and encouraged me to seek God.
I surrendered to God, and He said, “Stay.”
It was difficult to accept, but at that
moment, I managed to surrender myself
to God in obedience. As I took that step
of faith, God was also working to show me
His provision.

PrOvisiON
OF GOD

It was at this

was hesitant and doubtful. All I saw every
morning was my glum expression, and
each step I took in the office was weary.
The difficult behaviour of the students and
feedback from parents filled my mind daily.
I could not find joy or passion in this job.
Where was God? I was sinking into a pit.
Just quit, I told myself.

teaching me: Face it.
C onfront it. Dare to
speak, even when
the situation
is tough.

“FOLLOW ME AND
SEE ME AT WORK!”
- GOD

Indeed, in the most unexpected of times,
God showed up. I was teaching in class
(of 5 boys and 1 girl) when 3 boys started
misbehaving: standing up, shaking their
bodies and shouting nonsense. I could not
believe that it was happening; but at that
moment, a voice said, “Pray. Don’t leave the
classroom.” So I prayed in my heart and
somehow found the courage to stay and
tell them off. It was at this encounter that
I knew God was there with me. I knew
immediately that God was teaching me:
Face it. Confront it. Dare to speak, even
when the situation is tough. Something
clicked in me. I realised that this challenge
was giving me the purpose to press on.
The pit that I was previously in started
to make sense. Through the pain, He was
teaching me lessons on being resilient.
And I reflected: “For the LORD disciplines
those he loves…”(Hebrews 12:6, NLT)
Truly, it was hard to accept this fact
because who would enjoy the pain or
challenge? Recalling Moses, God gave him
a big task; and for me, it was a task that
was more than what I could handle. But
it was in this that I saw the beauty and

provision of God - one that exceeded my
expectations completely.
As I surrendered to God and stayed in the
classroom to teach, peace and order soon
resumed. Right after the class, God led me
to share Christ with one of the naughtiest

boys. He was using me to bring truth and
light! Although I could not remember the
content of the message, I remembered
that the boy understood what I meant and
also gave his life to Jesus. I was so happy
because I could share about God!

“YOU DID IT!”
- GOD

God was not done with me yet. Now,
He was working on my confidence.
Knowing how I was constantly comparing
myself to more experienced, humorous
and charismatic teachers, He showed me
yet again, the wonders of His provision
for me. During a company event, my boss
announced that I was one of the top 3
teachers who had a surge in the overall
number of students, indicating that my
lessons were well-attended! I was so
blown away that I even asked my boss,
“Huh? Really?” I was echoing Moses’
words to God. As I stood between 2 of
my colleagues during the prize-giving, it
hit me that they were the charismatic and
experienced teachers that I had compared
myself to.
Then, the realisation hit me. God was telling
me, “You did it.” Yet again, He showed me
that I was able to do it with His help!
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I waited patiently
for the LORD;

and he inclined
unto me, and

heard my cr y.

He brought me up
also out of a
horrible pit,

out of the mir y clay,
and set my feet

upon a ro ck, and
established
my goings.

(Psalm 40:1-2, KJB)

“I WILL DO IT
AGAIN FOR YOU.”
- GOD

Throughout my teaching career, there were
many nights where I hit dead-ends with my
lesson plans, wondering how I could valueadd to the child’s learning. It came to a
point where half an hour before the class,
I was still grappling with how to deliver the
lesson’s content engagingly. But as I prayed,
God moved, and the idea just flowed like
a river into my mind. I saw God’s hand in
the fruit of my labour when my students
enjoyed themselves so much. Better still,
I enjoyed it too! Teaching was becoming
more enjoyable, and I found it so exciting
to plan for lessons.
Even though the COVID-19 situation
closed a door to a training opportunity
I had, God showed me that He was in
control. I did not find a lack in any resources
or ideas, or even in the way I communicated
with parents. As I started each day with
God, He provided fresh ideas for lesson
plans, gave me words of wisdom to advise
parents, and communicate with my mentees
at work.

“MY HAND COVERS
YOU AT YOUR
HARDEST MOMENT.”
- GOD

Throughout the journey of being a mentor
and teacher, I felt both the stretch of my
time and energy, as well as God’s anointing.
Despite having no experience in teaching
and mentoring, God provided for me. In
my meetings with my mentees, as I sought
God for wisdom, He gave me insight into
how to help them. And of course, ideas and
resources were so graciously and kindly
given by Him too!
My hardest moment and test came when
COVID-19 struck. From 2020 to 2021,
lessons were fully online. In 2021, they took
on a hybrid format: I had students physically
present as well as students who dialed into
class virtually. I told my colleague, “I hope
that there won’t be hybrid classes!” I could
not imagine myself teaching such a class.Yet
again, God shook the doubt in my mind and

pushed me gently forward, assuring me, “My
hand is upon you. Keep going.” I continued
taking steps of faith and was completely
amazed that as I did so, my students
continued to stay engaged and lessons were
conducted smoothly.
As I focused on teaching and mentoring,
my time management of marking started
to become compromised. When asked if
I needed help, I would firmly refuse my
leader, giving excuses that I could manage.
It was a serious mistake, but I continued
to ignore those probings. My workload
was piling up as my students increased, but
I kept assuring myself, “It’s ok. I can do it
during the weekend.”
I was completely wrong. By taking on
all the workload, I was accumulating
many weeks of work: up to 2-3 weeks of
unmarked work. Soon, my students’ parents
were asking me about the scripts, and
some of my students also stopped doing
corrections. It was then that my leader
found out that I was unable to cope, and
that caused much trouble. I should have
accepted help when it was given.
What a foolish thing I did! My pride
certainly led me to a downfall. Amid my
pride, I asked God for forgiveness. In His
mercy, God protected me and gave me
teachers who graciously helped me mark
the unmarked scripts, alongside my marking
of more urgent ones. Through this hard
time, it was God speaking to me, saying,
“I am carrying you through this tough
time.” Today I am still very touched that
despite my mistakes, God forgave me and
helped me through the marking process.
As God believed in Moses, God believed in
me; He provided, strengthened and paved
the way for His amazing love to be shown
to both me and my students.
In the midst of it all, God became my
fortitude. I pray that it encourages you!
I waited patiently for the LORD; and he inclined
unto me, and heard my cry. He brought me up
also out of a horrible pit, out of the miry clay,
and set my feet upon a rock, and established
my goings. (Psalm 40:1-2, KJB)
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F E AT U R E

L OV E

COnQuers
NIRMALA DEVI CHANDRA
Yishun Christian Church

ALL

Greetings to you in the name of Jesus.
My Name is Devi Chandra and I am
a servant of our Lord Jesus. I am
thankful for this opportunity to share
God’s living testimony of my life.
Growing up in a dysfunctional family,
the lines between love and abuse were
blurred. As a teenager, I ran and sought
help and was hospitalised for 2 weeks.
By then, I was very tired of being at the
hospital and wondered why no one had
come to visit me or take me home.
As I was resting on my hospital bed, a
man and woman walked towards me
and said, “Let’s go home.” I looked at
them, shocked and confused, and asked,
“Where are we going?” He said they

have been sent to come and get me home. Home?
I was really lost. I packed my things and went with
the couple towards their green car. We arrived at
this big house where there were many other girls
just like me. I was taken into my room directly,
started unpacking and dozed off shortly.
I was given a piece of bread on my first morning
at the children’s home. When I took the bread,
tears rolled down my face. I have never felt

love until then, in the form of an
unexpected breakfast. That bread
symbolised love, kindness and
acceptance into a new family. It was a
foreign feeling.Yes, it was in AG Home
that I first experienced Love. The
couple who came to pick me up was
Andrew and Grace Choo who had set
up the AG Home. All of us at the Home
called them “Ahpa” and “Mummy
Grace”. Life started at 15 for me.

day, we would sit as a family and hear
Andrew and Grace share from the Daily
Bread. This became my solid foundation in
life and my Home was where I belonged.
Andrew, Grace and the staff always loved
us like their own through all their actions.
If I needed a toothbrush, I got one. If I was
afraid to sleep, there was someone to talk
to. If I did well in something, there was
someone to celebrate with me. I believe
the love of God was already starting to fill
my heart then. I also began to understand
what family truly meant.
One sunny day, I was sitting in the middle
of the Home’s beautiful garden. As I opened
the Bible to read the Book of Proverbs,
every word was speaking life to me. I asked
the staff at the Home about what I was
reading and told her that I was ready to
accept Jesus into my heart. She led me to
accept the Lord Jesus and not long after, I
was baptised. Jesus became my best friend,
my everything, from that day onward.

As I journeyed with God, I began having
concerns for my family. I asked my Father in
heaven and He revealed these words to me.
In Acts 16:31, it says, “‘They replied, ‘Believe
in the Lord Jesus and you will be saved, along
with everyone in your household.’” I trusted
God and held on to His promise.
During a counselling session, my social
worker drew a genogram. In this genogram,
I saw three generations of violence, drugs
and abuse in my family history. And as I was
looking at this genogram on the whiteboard,
she asked me what would be my stand?
Would I like to continue with the generation
of violence, drugs and abuse or would I like
to break this cycle? My eyes were completely
opened. I realised I had the choice to make
a change. I decided to break this cycle not
just for me but for the generations ahead
of me with Christ as my foundation. It was
not easy at all. I faced temptations just like
anyone. But I chose to fix my eyes on Jesus,
the author and perfecter of my faith. I held
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As I opened the

Bible to read the

B o ok of Proverbs,
ever y word was

speaking life to me.
I asked the staff at
the Home ab out

what I was reading
and told her that
I was ready to

accept Jesus into
my hear t.

After some time in the Home, I began
to wonder why it was so different
from where I came from. We were
introduced to morning devotions,
academics, sports, skills development
and character-building programs. Every
Devi with Miss Tan
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Ministry work in China, Summer Camp

on to Him so tightly, just like King David,
who sought the Lord despite his feelings
and circumstances.
Now, a lot of work needed to be done
from the inside out. Was it painful? Of
course, but I chose not to run away from
it all. I asked God for His courage and
boldness to deal with my past and present.
With the help of a counsellor, Aunty Eva,
I hungered for positive changes in my life
and to be a change-maker for Jesus.
The AG Home team and Pastor Andrew
saw that I had the talent for running and
enrolled me in distance running. Life was
never the same again. Sports became my
second-best friend. I still enjoy sports a lot
today. Miss Tan, a volunteer for AG Home,
started training the group of us regularly
and I always looked forward to these
training sessions. Sports also helped me

Andrew & Grace

By His grace, I continue to make a
difference in the community. I have
subsequently returned to work in the AG
Home and other social sectors. Later on
by His grace, I planted a church and set up
a women’s fellowship in China. Locally, I
volunteer with the physical rehabilitation
of children with cerebral palsy. To God
be all glory. It’s about Him and not me.
“He must increase, but I must decrease.”
(John 3:30, NKJV). Will we live a life
of daily surrender unto him? Will we
live a life for his glory? Truly, in every
opportunity, I choose to love others.

Para-cycling volunteer

overcome many of the pains, sufferings
and obstacles in my life. Miss Tan has been
a huge blessing and inspiration to my life
till today.
It took another 15 years of healing before
I eventually went back home to my family
for good. It was a difficult and long process.
But it was needed to overturn all the
negative emotions I had in my heart.
It took countless encounters of the love
of God in my closet, counselling, inner
healing and deliverance in the community
(church, cell group) to give me incredible
strength and hope to forgive, be renewed
and be restored.
With God, all things are possible. I was able
to apply what I had learnt at the children’s
home in my family. After 15 years of praying
for my mother, she received the Lord as
her personal saviour. After praying for my

Aunty Eva

brother for 16 years, he gave his life to
Jesus and after praying for 18 years, my
sister had come to know the Lord. God
is faithful. I wept as I was touched by the
beauty of my whole family coming to know
the Lord. I was encouraged that God had
done it again, fulfilling the promise He gave
me earlier.
As the saying goes (by Jane Cowen-Fletcher),
it takes a village to raise a child, and I was
that child. I wouldn’t be where I am without
the people God sent into my life - Andrew
and Grace Choo, the staff of AG Home,
the volunteers, the mentors, and my
mothers and fathers in the Lord. This army
of people dedicated their time to nurture
me, love me, and pray for me. They stood
with me when I was abandoned, broken,
lost and even when I was happy. I thank
God for each one of them in my life. I am
a living testimony of God’s amazing love.

My family

I believe that I am called to be at TLBS at
such an appointed time for I trust that the

I trust that the Lord
shall craf t me and
mould me; He will

give me a new hear t,
a new purpose and

direction for my life.
His wind of change
shall take me into
my destiny.
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Lord shall craft me and mould me; He will
give me a new heart, a new purpose and
direction for my life. His wind of change
shall take me into my destiny. “Oh! May the
God of green hope fill you up with joy; fill you
up with peace, so that your believing lives, filled
with the life-giving energy of the Holy Spirit, will
brim over with hope!” (Romans 15:13, MSG).
My dear brothers and sisters-in-Christ,
be encouraged to keep praying for your
family members and friends for God’s
timing is perfect. Know that God can use
you as long as you are willing. God has
an assignment for you even in your family.
Today, there is forgiveness, love and peace
in my family. All glory to Jesus.
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are saying that what the Lord Jesus has
given to you is not enough.” With that,
I applied for the Chinese SOM course and
completed it last year.

F E AT U R E

FINDING

freEdOM
IN GOD

Through this encounter with God, He showed
me that He alone has the portion, the right
and the claim to my life. (Nehemiah 2:20, ESV).
The health that God has given me is like the
daily manna - the provision for each day is
enough for the day. There was no need for
me to wait until I was fully healed before
starting to live life to the fullest. This is
indeed the freedom from the sickness that
He has given to me. Hallelujah!

There was no need

for me to wait until
In September 2019, my husband and I
were planning a two-week family visit
to Singapore. Right before the trip, my
doctor in Taipei found cancer cells that
had spread to two organs. Because of
that, our two-week visit turned into a
permanent move so that I could have
treatments in Singapore. But right before
the start of the treatment, the PET scan
result showed that the cancer cells had
completely disappeared! God had healed
me miraculously again! And He had led us
to settle down in Singapore right before
the outbreak of COVID-19.

CHEN YING
In Christ Singapore
Before I penned down my story, I came
across a much-loved verse of mine, “So
if the Son sets you free, you will be free
indeed.” (John 8:36, NIV) I often think, “Lord
Jesus, you have paid a great price to buy
my freedom. What is the freedom that
You have given to me? Why do I feel that
I have the freedom but not have it too?”
With that said, I want to share how God
has helped me to fully seize the freedom
in my life.

MY FIRST STORY-

FREEDOM FROM
BEING BOUND
BY SICKNESS
God has been so good to me! He used
medicine to heal me and His word to
strengthen me.
In 2018, four years ago, I was diagnosed
with stage 4 cancer. The cancer cells
had encroached on my spine and caused
compression fractures in two areas.
As a result, I was hunchbacked and my
height dropped by 6.5 cm. In August 2018,
after a prayer meeting, God straightened
my back and restored my height by
2.5cm overnight. Praise God! He answered
my specific prayer with a miracle that
healed me of my hunchback and built
up my little faith!

Grateful to have this second chance to live,
I wanted God to use me so as to know the
purpose of my life.Yet, there were a lot of
“buts” in my mind.
BUT I am still undergoing cancer treatment;
BUT there are ‘ups and downs’–fluctuations in
cancer marker tests;
BUT sometimes I’m feeling weak and fatigued.
I had become obsessed with my health.
I became very calculative, cautious and very
unwilling to give out my time and physical
strength. Health had become an idol.
When I heard about Tung Ling Bible
School last year, I was drawn to it. Still,
I wrestled with God. I was afraid that
I was not physically strong enough and
was not willing to submit my application.
Then, I heard God saying to me, “Do not
hide behind the excuse of cancer and
do nothing! If you wait until you are fully
healed before stepping out, that means you

I was fully healed

b efore star ting to

live life to the fullest.
This is indeed

the freedom from
the sickness that

He has given to me.

MY SECOND STORY-

FREEDOM FROM
BEING BOUND
BY INSECURITY
I grew up receiving affirmations through
my achievements. I established my identity
and value based on the recognition given

Hallelujah!
to me by other people. A few years back,
I resigned from my work and no longer
had a glamorous title to introduce myself
with. Over time, I was not able to see
myself being of value and strength. I lost my
passion and confidence in doing things.
For example, I loved to draw since young
but had to give it up for my studies. As I

started to draw again, there was a loud,
critical voice in my mind, telling me that
I had no talent. I had no skills. I was only a
copycat with no creativity. It was so bad
that I felt so stressed each time I picked
up my pen to draw.
However, a breakthrough happened.
On the first morning of the English SOM
(3rd January 2022), during Dean Guek Ju’s
sharing, I saw an image of myself reaching
and stretching upwards to touch a hand.
I then sketched it out in my notebook.
It was the first time that I received a vision
from God in my mind during a lecture.
On the third morning of SOM (5th January
2022), during worship, I saw an image of
myself trying to push down a thick wall
while the wind was blowing and tearing it
down bit by bit.
On the fourth morning of SOM (6th January
2022), around 8:40 in the morning, I saw
that image of me, jumping! It was then that
I thought – perhaps, I can sketch out the
visions. With that, I started to do so in
my notebook.
In the second week of SOM, Cara, the
school’s programme coordinator, came to
me and said, “Dean asked you and Keith to
do prophetic art.” My first reaction was to
tell her in horror, “No! I don’t know how
to do it!” Still, I submitted to her and
accepted the assignment.
I was so nervous preparing as it was my
first time doing prophetic art. I cried out to
God, “I am not familiar with acrylic paints!
I will make a fool of myself in front of
people.” However, as I recalled the images
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from the first week of SOM and the
sketches I made, I came to believe that this
was an assignment from God, and I would
choose to obey and do it cheerfully.

Indeed, my journey at TLBS
allowed me to see that
amidst my challenges,

my centre and fo cus is Jesus!
With the freedom I received
from Jesus, I am freed from
all my limitations and

my perspective towards life
is enlarged.

God is indeed good! He put me alongside
Keith, a fellow classmate with the similar
assignment of doing prophetic art. To help
me get started, Keith guided me on where
to purchase the materials needed and how
to use acrylic paint. He also shared his
experience of doing prophetic art in his
church and how to get ready for it.
For the first 2 days, I made my first attempt
at doing prophetic art, simply enjoying the
painting process. I was not worried about
how I looked or if I failed. Through painting,
I received the message from God that
coming to TLBS was to enjoy being with
Him. I also prayed that I could be a vessel
to deliver messages of encouragement
to others. In the end, I was the one being
encouraged! Praise God! He brought me
to a place of freedom, helping me break
free from my insecurity and lies!

received from Jesus, I am freed from all
my limitations and my perspective towards
life is enlarged.
In fact, God brought me to this verse,
“He must increase, but I must decrease.”
(John 3:30, NKJV) Initially, I did not
understand it, but after applying the bible
study framework, “OIA - Observation,
Interpretation and Application” taught by
Dean Ju, I was enlightened.
Through the study of the passage (John
3:28-30, NIV), I understood that although
John the Baptist’s disciples pointed out that
many people were going to Jesus to be
baptised, John remained fervent in pointing
people to Jesus. John replied to them,
(v28-29) “I am not the Messiah, (Jesus is!)
but I am sent ahead of Him”, further adding
that he is not the bridegroom, but a friend
of the bridegroom. John humbled himself,
admitting that Jesus is the Messiah. Like
the friend who attends to the bridegroom
and hears the bridegroom’s voice, he is full
of joy, saying, “That joy is mine, and it is
now complete.”
I realised that I too, have an amazing joy
coming through my spirit, only by admitting
that Jesus is my Saviour and that He must
increase, and I decrease. Like John the
Baptist, I want to point you and many
others to Jesus and share that the freedom
I have received can be yours too.
More of Jesus and less of ourselves;
how does it work? It is by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritising our lives with His purpose,
Spending time with Him through prayer,
Talking to Him amidst our daily activities,
Studying His Word,
Sharing about Him with others,
Doing what He places in our hearts

MY THIRD STORY-

Finally, there is not a doubt that “…the
truth will set you free.” (John 8:32, NIV)

Indeed, my journey at TLBS allowed me to
see that amidst my challenges, my centre
and focus is Jesus! With the freedom I

Jesus,You have given me all that I need to
live life to the fullest. Thank You for giving
me freedom from sin and shame. Thank
You for the freedom to know You, to be
ourselves, to love and so much more!
May You be the centre of my life. May You
be the very first and the last thought of
my every day. Jesus, I thank You for loving
me first so that I can love You.

DECREASING
OURSELVES IS A BYPRODUCT WHEN
WE “INCREASE” JESUS
IN OUR LIVES FIRST.

WIND OF CHANGE
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F E AT U R E

KNOWN BY THE FATHER,

difficult to observe the change happening
from your own point of view when your
leg was actually growing longer by an
inch in a couple of seconds. But from my
father’s exclamation, it was obvious that it
had happened.

I’m definitely not going to complain.
As a side note, although I didn’t actually
observe my spine straighten, the pain was
disappearing. I had also seen X-rays from
before and after my healing which showed
that my scoliosis was gone.

Next, I was asked to stretch my arms out
with my palms touching and my shoulders
pressed against the back of the chair. It was
here that the imbalance became more
apparent, as I could see that my right arm
was roughly half a finger joint longer than
my left. When the preacher prayed for me
again, I felt and saw my left-hand slide past
my right until it was now longer. “See! God
has a sense of humour!” the preacher
laughed, after which he prayed again and
my left arm grew shorter until both arms
were the same length. It’s at this point
nearly fourteen years later, that I realised
it might’ve been nice if God had made my
right arm a little longer instead. However,

Ever since experiencing this miracle, I knew
without a doubt that God is real and that
He is watching over my life. However, this
made it all the more difficult when, at the
age of sixteen, upon returning from a
church trip, I learned that my parents had
separated and the happy Christian family
I thought I had, had fallen apart. It was one
thing to attempt to reconcile this reality
with the family values I had been raised on,
but a whole other challenge to understand
how the God whom I knew for a fact is
real, and whom I believed care for us, would
allow my family to come to this. It took
years before I understood the nature of the
free will that God has gifted us with, and

Ever since

experiencing this
miracle, I knew

without a doubt that
Go d is real and

CALLED BY HIS

GRACE

LEE WEI YI JONATHAN
Cornerstone Community Church

I always thought I had a perfect childhood.
I attended good schools and had decent
grades; had parents who loved me and
provided everything I needed; who taught
me proper values and brought me to church
every weekend. I think I basically had my
ideal Christian family.
My first experience of God’s power came
when I was 13 years old. For months,
I’d been struggling with hip pain due to

scoliosis (a curved spine) and had been
frequently going up for altar calls, hoping
to receive healing. However, the routine
of receiving prayer and then awkwardly
thanking people after nothing happened
became pretty discouraging. I eventually
gave up on prayer ever working. But this
changed one day when we had a guest
preacher visit our church. Because of the
lack of faith I had by this point, my father
had to drag me up to the man for prayer.

What happened next forever changed my
faith in that I could no longer disbelieve in
God’s existence, and that I learned: God
can be literally funny.
The preacher asked me to sit down in a
chair while stretching my legs out straight
before praying for me. As far as I know,
people with scoliosis tend to have arms and
legs of differing lengths in addition to their
curved spine, as it was in my case. It’s oddly

that He is watching
over my life.
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that my parents’ separation grieved Him
far more than I could feel or understand.
Over the following years, I spent my Junior
College and National Service disillusioned
and far from God. Well-meaning people
from church would share encouraging
prophecies of reconciliation and hope, but
I became more cynical and hardened my
heart further each time my father shared
these words with me. There’s a saying that
goes, ‘A pessimist is simply an optimist
with experience’, and I think this explained
what was going on with me during those
years. There always was a hope I kept alive
but feared to access as time went on and
the disappointment and hurt piled up. This
hope was pretty much extinguished soon
after I finished my National Service, when
I found out about my mother’s decision
to file for divorce. Up till that point, there
seemed to always be a hope, no matter
how small, for reconciliation during their
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This vision wasn’t
just an invitation

to journey through
life with Go d,

but also an answer
to the question of
where He’d b een
during the time

when I questioned,
was angr y with,

and felt far away
from Him.

were there for me when I later struggled
with the news of the divorce. They prayed
for me, counselled me, and eventually
convinced me to attend church services
with them over the course of several
months. Their support helped me open up
to God again, and He began thawing out
and healing the hardened, cold heart I’d
developed. This eventually led to me joining
a cell group, and I still remember hoping
not to draw attention to myself as I cried
during that first cell worship session. This
cell, full of warm and welcoming people,
was a real blessing to me as I experienced
what a proper Christian community was
like again after years of backsliding.
A month or so after joining the cell, I had
received six rejection letters from the
medical schools I had applied to. In hindsight,
I’m grateful for those closed doors, but at
that time, I was really worried as I had little
interest in the ‘second-choice’ course I had
been accepted into. It was at this point that
I was reminded of ‘Youth With A Mission’
(YWAM) Discipleship Training Schools,
which was something I had considered
in the past but discounted due to not
having the time for it between NS and the
beginning of university.
It still wasn’t the easiest decision to apply
for YWAM, as this meant delaying my
education by a year, and I’d already felt far
enough behind the girls my age. Thankfully,

separation. But this news had a finality to it,
which finally broke me.
Looking back, I cannot stress enough my
gratitude to God for placing people in my
life who would be there for me during this
period. Just a few months prior to this
news, I’d been struggling with the decision
of which course in university to pursue. My
aunt, a doctor herself, suggested I try out
medicine. My rationale and motives for going
along with this weren’t the best, I’ll admit.
Prestige? Check.
Money? Check.
A sense of fulfilment? Hopefully?
After I’d succeeded in half-convincing
myself that I had a passion for medicine,
my father introduced me to a doctor who
was willing to help me with my application.
It was this doctor and her husband who

more rational heads than mine prevailed,
and family friends convinced me that taking
half a year off to seek God at YWAM
would be better than spending a year in
a course I had no passion for, just to
reapply for another later on. This half year
grew to a year and a half as I later felt
God’s leading to stay on as a staff member,
and then attend a 9-month long Biblical
Studies course with YWAM.
I don’t have room to recount everything
I experienced during my time with YWAM,
but one of the most impactful moments
was receiving a vision during a worship
session. A figure stood in front of me on a
beach as the sunset bathed the sky in pink
and orange light. He stretched His hand
out to me and I heard the words, “Take
my hand, and let’s go on an adventure.”
It was only later as I reflected on this
that I was reminded of the story of the
footprints in the sand. This vision wasn’t
just an invitation to journey through
life with God, but also an answer to the
question of where He’d been during the
time when I questioned, was angry with,
and felt far away from Him.
Another revelation I had of Him was when
I began to seek out how each aspect of
God fit into my life. I’d felt and been led
by the Holy Spirit, and experienced God
the Father’s forgiveness, grace and blessing
in my life as I associated myself very
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strongly with the prodigal son. But where
exactly did Jesus fit in? As I prayed, I was
drawn to the parable of the lost sheep
and the shepherd who had gone to search
for it. And that was when I understood
that the parable of the lost sheep and
the parable of the prodigal son were two
halves of the whole story of how God had
brought me home. In the parable of the
prodigal son, the son comes back to his
father, a broken man. But at least from my
understanding, he does this under his own
strength. Not so in my life. I realised it was
the Good Shepherd who had brought this
lost sheep home to the Father by working
through the people He had placed around
me. The pain of my parents’ separation
pushed me far from God, but He redeemed
me from the pain I’d felt from the divorce
to bring me back.
Reflecting on my life thus far, I can testify
that it was filled with God’s grace during
both good times and bad, even if I couldn’t
always see it. It was by His grace that I
was healed, by His grace that I did not
fall to vice during my years away from
Him, by His grace that mentors and a
community would be there for me when
I needed them the most, and through
His grace that I was brought home.
During the next season, I’m excited to see
how God will continue to speak to me
and work in my life on top of my enriching
time at TLBS.
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books, we learnt to reject the medical
reports by faith and claimed the Lord’s
promises of healing.
We also learnt that God did not promise
a life without pain, but that whoever who
looks to the cross shall live. Whenever my
husband experienced pain, we would remind
ourselves that God is in control.
Through the years, the Lord delivered him
from many scares and kept us busy with
our growing toddler. My child, who is a gift
from God, was the sweetener to the very
bitter life we were trying to gain a foothold
on. We were able to live life fully despite
the storm surrounding us.

Jesus was my only hope. At that time, I did
not realise I was using Christ as a means
to an end. I got angry and upset when I ran
out of patience waiting for the fulfilment of
His healing promise.

MY SURRENDER

The Lord prolonged my husband’s life for
another three years when he was initially
given only three months to live. What I did
not realise was that my husband was ready
to go home but God knew I was not ready
to let him go.
Witnessing my husband endure so much pain
to stay conscious in his last days, I bargained,
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for me was to continue fixing my eyes on
the cross.
My husband went home to be with the
Lord on 14th June 2021. Kneeling at his
deathbed, all I could say was, “Thank you
Jesus.” At that moment, a supernatural
peace filled my heart, guarding it.
Yet, my flesh was weak. Walking my husband
to the gates of heaven and walking back
alone into my new reality felt like I was the
“walking dead”. I did not want to be here.
The weight of grief was heavy. I found
myself back in the pits. Alone. I questioned
God for my purpose. I love my daughter,
but I did not want to live just for her.
I saw no other reason for me to live.

F E AT U R E

His Love.

Our Love.

LOVE

THIS

ONG MEI QIAN SERENA HANNAH
New Creation Church
2017 was the peak of my life. After trying
for many years, I finally conceived after a
4-year marriage and my husband and I
moved into our own home. Everything that
I had ever wanted seemed to be falling into
place - a beautiful home and a family with
the love of my life.
In 2018, my world came crashing down
when my husband was diagnosed with
Alveolar Soft Part Sarcoma. This rare form
of terminal cancer had spread widely to his
lungs and he was given three to six months
to live. At that time, my daughter was only
seven months old.
In the beginning, I would look up on the
internet for diets and seek superstitious
things that could help my husband “heal”.
I was frantically looking for hope and
solutions through various things and
people, but nothing in this world gave me
peace. I was living on false positivity and
my soul was tired.

Then, people whom we had no connection
with started to surface in our lives and
came to pray for my husband, leading him
back to church. I accepted Christ on Easter
Sunday 2019.
Though accepting Christ did not change
the fact that my husband was still cancerstricken, it gave us hope; knowing that the
Lord has the ability to change things. Christ
was our hope and peace. Through Him, we
were able to focus on the little moments
we had with our daughter, leaving the Lord
to fight our battles.
The Lord sent the best oncologist in this
field and earthly angels like our church
leaders to journey with us and they took
great care of my husband. Through these
divine set-ups, I saw God’s hand working
in my husband’s life. We hung on to this
lifeline of hope.
Yet, we were slapped with repeated
negative reports of the tumors spreading,
and were thrown into the pits constantly.
Through reading scriptures and Christian

HOPE

All this while, I wanted my husband to heal
and I knew God could make it happen. In
2021, my husband’s condition deteriorated
quickly; I told him that I was very angry with
God and it was taking too long. With a
gentle, loving voice, my husband told me
not to be angry because God is good.
I was very scared. What if God fails me?
I will not be able to handle the blow.
Despite the pain, my husband continued
to praise God, lifting his hands and
worshipping God even when he was
immobile whilst on the ICU bed. I did not
understand. That scene was etched in my
memory as God made me a key witness
to my husband’s journey.

negotiated and begged God to heal him.
Then, God showed me the picture of the
Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus prayed
to the Father to remove the cup of suffering.
“...Take this cup from Me.Yet not what I will,
but what You will.” (Mark 14:36, NIV) God
was telling me to let His will be done.

My child, who is

a gif t from Go d,

was the sweetener

to the ver y bitter life
we were tr ying to

I surrendered unwillingly. I knelt down and
cried for God to heal him completely or
to take him home, for it was far too painful
for him to try to stay alive. I felt like I had
no choice because I did not want him to
suffer anymore.

gain a fo othold on.

In his last conscious moments, my husband’s
eyes were fixated on the cross pendant on
my neck. When I lifted the necklace up, he
gave me an assuring nod. His final instruction

surrounding us.

We were able to
live life fully

despite the storm
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my vision. The next scene was three images
of his head below the cross. Then, it was
merged and absorbed into the center of
the cross.
The cross disappeared into a white light
and it shot through my left palm. The
warmth travelled through a vein in my left
hand, all the way to my heart.
I opened my eyes and tears started to flow
uncontrollably. I held on to my left hand
and I knew it was not a dream.
It felt as though God was telling me that my
husband is now in Him and both of them
have now moved into my heart as one.
It felt like God was making a fool of me,
and that my life was a joke. I was widowed
at the age of 33. I was angry. I wanted to
run away from God because I felt I had all
the reasons to do so. There were so many
questions in my mind. What am I going to
do now? How do I take care of my child?
Where is the promise of healing? Did God
fail me?

In that depressive, angry and broken state,
God was merciful and still is. Something
kept me together. God reached out and
revealed Himself to me. He showed me a
vision on Day 7 of my husband’s passing.

I had completely erased all the things God
did for us in the last 3 years.

In that vision, my husband stood before me
and a large cross appeared at the center of

MY SPIRITUAL EYES
WERE OPENED:
TRIUNE GOD

God told me that He is the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit. “For from Him
and through Him and for Him are all things.
To Him be the glory forever! Amen.” (Romans
11:36, NIV) Indeed, all things are from Him,
and to Him are all things.

THE WEDDING

In the quiet moment of grief, God brought
me back to the memory of my wedding.
I found out that one of my wedding songs,

‘我愿意’ (I Am Willing) was actually a
song written to Jesus. Who would have
thought that a classic Chinese love song
was inspired by the Holy Spirit. How is
it that God was with the both of us right
from the start, in our matrimonial union,
when we were yet believers? Thinking
back to the vision and my wedding, I could
not stop crying. I was overwhelmed by
God’s love.
Having Jesus at the center of our marriage
brought us through storms that seemed
so impossible to calm. I came to realise
that God’s purpose for our union was to
lead both of us to salvation. I am grateful
that God has created my husband as a man
worthy of my love. Through his suffering,
neither was he angry with God nor did he
ever complain about God. It was his faith
that anchored my faith. In this world, all
things pass away, but God made us yearn
for eternity. We will all part eventually.
I just happened to deal with it earlier.
I came to understand that God’s love
endures forever. Perhaps, we came to
live for this love.
I am comforted that my husband was
received by the Lord and in time to come,

It was his faith that
anchored my faith.
In this world,

all things pass away,
but Go d made us

yearn for eternit y.
We will all par t
eventually. I just

happened to deal
with it earlier.
I came to

understand that

Go d’s love endures
forever. Perhaps,
we came to live
for this love.
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I have this certainty I will meet him again
on the other side.
“He has made everything beautiful in its time.
He has also set eternity in the human heart;
yet no one can fathom what God has done
from beginning to end.” (Ecclesiastes 3:11, NIV)
Coming to TLBS has strengthened my
spiritual foundation and given me assurance
that whatever I heard and saw in my
journey was God’s effort in trying to reach
out to me directly. Through my husband’s
death, my faith journey grew because God
is Emmanuel. He is with me, as He is with
my husband through it all.
I am still a work-in-progress; God is not
done with me yet. There are many things
I have not come to terms with and many
questions still unanswered. Nonetheless,
God has met me in my brokenness despite
me being angry. I am learning to trust in
God’s faithfulness. For I know He will never
leave nor forsake me and in His time, the
answers will be revealed.
I pray that you too will have a personal
relationship with our loving God.
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3 CHAN WOON LANG CLAUDIA
Calvary Assembly of God Church

5 CHEE MAY SHAN VIVIEN
Grace Assembly of God Church

In 2019, God gave me a nudge to attend TLBS,
but I hesitated. God nudged me again in 2020,
but I still did not have peace to attend the school
because I had to take care of my mum. I presented God
with Exodus 20:12 and He responded with Matthew
10:37. I told God, “You win.” So, here I am at TLBS.
During this time, I felt the latter rain of God being
poured out on me daily and He was preparing a
new wineskin for me…“Neither do people pour new wine
into old wineskins…. both are preserved.”
(Matthew 9:17, NIV).

All things happen for a reason in a season in which
“He (God) has made everything beautiful in its time.”
(Ecclesiastes 3:11a, ESV).
My appointed time in TLBS was a time of wandering
in Kadesh… a temporal oasis of rest for me to
encounter God afresh, Spirit to spirit, and to discern
the voice of God even as I was struggling to obey Him.
During this time, I have learnt the meaning of Koinonia;
an inner circle of worshippers and prayer warriors,
willing to be vulnerable, accountable and to be
used by God.

< School Of Ministry >

TESTIMONIALS

1 ANG SWEE SIAN SYLVIA
Covenant Evangelical Free Church

2 BEA JIA RUI JEREMY
Church of Our Saviour

4 NIRMALA DEVI CHANDRA
Yishun Christian Church

6 CHEN YING (Taiwan ROC)
In Christ Singapore

“Wind of Change” announced Dean Ju, “That is
the theme for this batch.” How apt, I thought, as I was
going through many changes this year. Stepping into
TLBS, I was swept into His presence again and again.
The worship sessions helped me experience God upclose. The chapel sessions by the TLBS Alumni
were simply mind-blowing. The lecture modules,
which include putting into immediate practice what
was being taught, make learning come to life. The small
group sharing also reinforced our learning together.
Wind of change…an internal change of knowing the
Father’s heart better. Carried by the wind, may I use
my gifts for Him and continue being His vessel.

I joined TLBS to learn more about what my faith
is about. Initially, I was hesitant. However,
with encouragement from friends and by God’s grace,
I enrolled into TLBS. Throughout my time here,
I was filled with so much joy and knowledge.
There are many people who hunger for God here and
it is a positive environment for people who long to
encounter Him. I had the chance to position myself in a
place to experience God. Coming to TLBS is a change
from what I am used to and truly it was one of
my best decisions.

Love conquers all. I believe that God led me
to TLBS. When I first entered the school,
I was like a boat with broken parts. God taught me
to surrender and that only He could mend
my broken boat and teach me how to sail again.
Every module has been a beautiful sail.
“Early bird” sessions were precious to me and
I experienced personally how God’s love conquers all.
I am now trusting my Father in heaven that He will
mend my boat and take me into His destiny.

After attending Chinese SOM last year, I was deeply
attracted to the school programs and decided to
enroll into the English SOM. I entered TLBS with
great expectations but God’s grace and presence far
exceeded them all. Praise the Lord! Now, I long
to be cleansed and enlarged to receive the overflowing
teachings and anointing from God so I can be a vessel
of blessing to others. I want to listen, obey and follow
Father God, and hold onto His promise in
Jeremiah 7:23-24 that He will not lead me
backward but forward!
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7 CHEONG KAH PENG VICTOR
St.John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

9 CHEW CI REN TABITHA
RiverLife Church

Feeling slightly exhausted and burnt out from ministry
work, I requested to study at TLBS to re-energise and
rejuvenate. Being in TLBS has taught me to see
the Lord with fresh new eyes and allow the
Holy Spirit to work in me. It has rekindled my mind,
body and spirit tremendously. It has eased my worries
and allowed me to centre my focus purely
on God once again.
“Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear
no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff,
they comfort me.” (Psalms 23:4, NIV)

I was feeling restless and dry in my spiritual walk.
During the most challenging period of my life,
three people shared with me their journey and
experience in TLBS. I knew God was calling me to
Him and that He wanted me to attend TLBS.
I saw God’s hand at work in my life and since joining
TLBS, I have seen new revelations of who God is.
“Surely your goodness and unfailing love will pursue me all
the days of my life, and I will live in the house of the Lord
forever.” (Psalm 23:6, NLT)

“ Surely your go o dness
and unfailing love

will pursue me all the

days of my life, and I will
live in the house of the
Lord forever.”
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12 CHIA SOON YEE CLARYN
Northside Foursquare Church Canada
Six months ago, I heard God speak to me, “I will make
it happen”. Immediately I recognised His intent as
I had a desire to return to Singapore ever since
moving to Canada. It has been a faith journey to trust
in Him despite the adversities I faced. During this time,
my interest was ignited when I heard of TLBS.
I have no regrets coming to SOM and making so many
great friends! This verse sums up my entire experience,
“Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and
assurance about what we do not see.” (Hebrews 11:1, NIV)
God has been so good to me!

(Psalm 23:6, NLT)

8 CHEONG XUAN NING ASHLYN
Church of Singapore (Bukit Timah)

10 CHEW LAY PENG JANICE
St.John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

11 CHIA JIA NUO DANIEL
New Life Baptist Church

13 CHOO CHOON JOO
New Horizon Church

Enrolling in TLBS was my way of pursuing Jesus and
putting Him first. In return, I have received more
than I can even fathom. Soaking in God’s presence
everyday has attuned my ears and sharpened
my vision to see Him working in my life, especially in
the tiniest of things. This intimacy with Jesus is certainly
my most precious takeaway. Stemming from this close
relationship is a passion that has been awakened in me
- a fervent desire to do God’s will, and be a light that
shines brightly for Him. I am excited to step into
my God-given destiny!

One day, during devotion, I read and reflected on
1 Kings 19:19-21 – “Call of Elisha”. I asked the Lord
if He was calling me to a new season of life.
Testimonies of former students about their lifechanging experiences were an encouragement that led
to my enrolment in TLBS. My primary purpose here is
to sit at the Lord’s feet – to rest, listen, learn and enjoy
an intimate relationship with Him; and to better discern
His direction for my life. My heartfelt appreciation to
the staff team, lecturers, volunteers and classmates for
their love and support. By God’s grace, it has been a
spiritually refreshing and empowering time at TLBS.

All my life, I have felt outcasted by God. I have always
buried this feeling underneath prayer and praise,
thinking such anger was blasphemous. Subsequently,
I forgot it existed. In TLBS, someone prophesied that
I’d locked many things away from God, and He was going
to do a new thing in them. Indeed, during worship,
the Lord unlocked my long-hidden anger towards Him.
Rage unshackled, I lashed out and fractured my hand as a
result. However, He found, comforted, and answered me;
I know that He sees me. The curtain has been torn;
my heart is healed. All Glory to God!

I had heard about TLBS from my senior pastor.
As I needed direction in my life after resigning from
my job, I registered myself for SOM. The theme
for this term, “Wind of Change” was so timely
as I really needed a change in perspectives.
God is so good. I find Him peeling me like a piece of
“kueh- lapis” day by day. I thoroughly enjoyed
every moment with God, my heavenly Father and
my fellow brothers and sisters. I did not regret
my decision to join TLBS; the time and effort I spent
at the school was worth it!
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14 CHOO RU ERN KATELYN
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church

15 CHOY WAI CHENG
Trinity Methodist Church

17 CHU SI MIN JASMINE
RiverLife Church

19 CHUA YEN PENG LINDA
Sembawang Assembly of God

One thing I learnt after attending TLBS is that
nothing happens by default; it’s always by design.
Initially, I believe that it was my own decision to be in
TLBS because I had nothing to do and wanted to seek
God’s direction for my next step.Yet, after learning so
much about God’s sovereignty, I realised that
I would not be here without His grace. God’s existence
also became real to me as I had an experience that
cannot be explained by anything other than God.
I am confident that everyone can experience
God in TLBS.

The Lord opened the door for me to study at TLBS
in this season. I came with an “upgrade” mentality,
wanting to learn and to be equipped. However,
it was more than a journey to upgrade my knowledge;
it was where divine exchanges happened. I was uplifted
by the lecturers’ teachings and the authentic sharing
of my fellow course mates. I felt as though I had
experienced the life of the disciples with Jesus.
I saw miracles, healings, and the love of God.
“...Surely the LORD is in this place…”
(Genesis 28:16, NIV).

In my journey of seeking God for a new direction
as I left my job in November 2021, I have also noticed
a new hunger for His word and presence. Hence,
I decided to enroll into TLBS and devote 3 months to
sitting at His feet. It has been a wonderful experience
to learn from faith giants and teachers, to see the body
of Christ come together in unity, and to immerse in
His presence amidst the community. I have been
inspired to live out the revelations and wisdom
received in my time here, and be a
blessing to others.

Last year, I felt a prompting to apply for TLBS with the
purpose of seeking God before I enter a new season
in my life. I am thankful that I obeyed and came
because my experience at TLBS has been awesome!
I have learnt much, and I feel that my relationship
with God has grown stronger. God promised me
that He is my Provider and Guide in life, and I need
not worry about ANYTHING that is to come.
God desires for us to trust in Him and to
“soar on wings like eagles” (Isaiah 40:30-31, NIV)
as we wait on Him!

It has b een a wonderful

16 CHOW WEN-AN IRVIN
Hinghwa Methodist Church

18 CHUA SIOW LING
Deeper Life Christian Centre

20 CHUA XIN RONG GILLIAN
3:16 Church

faith giants and teachers,

‘Changing Paths, Affirming Lives’ – TLBS has undoubtedly
aligned my path with God; one of a closer walk with
Him. My journey in TLBS has affirmed the purpose
and plans God has prepared for me. Not only have I
learnt more theory and practical knowledge, I have also
experienced God at a deeper level, thereby increasing
my faith in Him. All glory to God for blessing TLBS
with staff, lecturers and a family who have helped
me to be more open with God and to build a better
relationship with Him through personal encounters.

“Return to your first love for Me, Siow Ling.” I heard the call to return to intimacy with the Lord,
to fall in love with the Holy Trinity all over again,
in my first week in TLBS. I thought I have lived
a purposeful life, faithfully serving the Lord and the
people He has entrusted me with.Yet, the Lord’s
invitation to me is to be distracted no more with
His work, but to focus on knowing and adoring Him.
Like the Shulamite woman, I am to have
“dove’s eyes” that long only for my Beloved.
(Song of Solomon 1:15, NKJV)

I walked into the compounds of TLBS on 3rd Jan,
10 days after my mum passed away; my heart shattered
and locked. I was running on an empty tank every day,
with only 4 to 5 hours of sleep. I could not internalise
anything and all that I heard just bounced off my heart.
Amidst the lack of sleep, I still tried to show up for
school. Physically, present; spiritually, not so; emotionally,
absent. However, God is always so gracious, fully showing
up even when I could not be fully present. Since then,
the Lord has been nursing and softening my wounded
and hardened heart.

experience to learn from

to see the b o dy of Christ
c ome together in unit y,
and to immerse in

His presence amidst
the c ommunit y.
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22 EE JUNE-HANNAH
Bethesda Pasir Ris Mission Church

24 ER SHI YUN ELINA
Cornerstone Community Church

26 GOH JENNY
Ang Mo Kio Methodist Church

All I wanted was to sit at the Lord’s feet in TLBS.
Within the first week, Dean Ju herself confirmed that
I am to be Mary at Jesus’ feet. Jesus is to increase,
and I decrease. My idea of ‘rest’ is doing nothing;
but here at TLBS, I see my lecturers at rest –
led by the Holy Spirit and doing the Lord’s work
powerfully. May I too, learn to be in tandem with the
Spirit, and in my next season of work; work that will
be purposeful and the work light…truly at rest.
“… ‘Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit,’
says the Lord Almighty.” (Zechariah 4:6, NIV).

When I heard the call of God to quit my job and
attend TLBS, I was concerned about my finances and
wanted God to give me a final confirmation.
A week before my resignation, a stranger prophesied
over me that he saw a vision of me in the midst of
the sea, holding on to a wooden plank. He felt
that God wanted me to let go of that wooden plank
and let Jesus pull me wherever he wanted.
The “wooden plank” symbolized my job that I was
holding on to for “survival”. I am so glad that
I eventually obeyed.

“.... I have found David son of Jesse, a man after my own
heart, …...” (Acts 13:22, NIV). As I was fixated on this verse,
I heard Pastor Rupert say, “Jenny Goh, where are you?”
Before I could respond, he continued, “If God said you are
a woman after God’s heart, how would you feel?”
It struck me that God was speaking to me directly.
I pondered hard. The next day, someone asked,
“What does a man after God’s heart mean?”
Pastor Rupert replied, “He will do everything God wants
him to do”. That challenged me to rise up to my call.
Will I sail with the Wind of Change? Selah! (Forever).

21 DE LAURE CHRISTOPHER
The New Charis Mission

23 EE CHUN HUANG NICHOLAS
Salem Chapel

25 GUN CHONG SIEW
In Christ Singapore

27 HAU JIA XUAN ALYSSA
St.John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

Owing to my drug habits, I nearly lost my marriage
and family. I stayed at New Charis Mission for
two years to sober up. A staff from the Mission
recommended me to attend TLBS and rededicate
myself to God. At TLBS, I met brothers who accepted
and continue to encourage me. I also learnt a lot from
the different gifted speakers. Before coming to TLBS,
what I thought were my intuitions was God giving me
visions and words of knowledge; where He spoke to
me to save a bus of people. Furthermore, I no longer
felt that I was singing songs ‘outside’ His temple.
Now, I am fully immersed in His presence.

After JC, I had desired to spend my holidays before NS
with my friends and on my hobbies, so when my father
encouraged me to join TLBS, I was initially reluctant.
Nevertheless, a part of me wanted to honour God’s
provision and love for me during my JC years –
and to grow deeper in intimacy with Him. Praise God
that I made this decision to come to TLBS, because
my time in SOM gave me the chance to seek God on
His plans for me, and has given me spiritual brothers
and sisters to rely on in the future!

TLBS was never in my radar. Period. However, through
God’s amazing hands and encouragement from
church brothers and sisters who had life-changing
experiences from TLBS SOM, I decided to be obedient
and enrolled in TLBS. My desire is to experience a
deeper encounter with my Lord, hearing and loving Him
more. Throughout the whole journey, I was inspired
and ignited by the breadth and depth of God’s Words
through gifted teachers, devotions, chapel services and
touching testimonies. The module, ‘Father Heart of God’,
was a significant, profound and emotional experience
for me. I am incredibly thankful for God’s love,
grace and protection.

I first heard about TLBS at 14 and seized the
opportunity to attend SOM post A-Levels. I came hoping
to deepen my spiritual walk with God and to hear
His voice more clearly. Being at a crossroad in my life,
this term’s theme “Wind of Change” spoke deeply to
my heart. The various modules strengthened and
reaffirmed my relationship with God. “My sheep listen to
my voice; I know them, and they follow me.” (John 10:27, NIV)
God is our good shepherd who guides us along the
right paths for His name’s sake! I will continue to
trust and praise Him always.

“… ‘Not by might
nor by power,

but by my Spirit,’

s ays the Lord Almight y. ”
(Zechariah 4:6, NIV)
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28 HEAH CHAY TZE JENNY
RiverLife Church

30 HO MEE LI SHIRLEY
Church of the True Light

32 KABERA KOBUSINGE RUTH (Rwanda)
Grace Covenant Church

34 KWAN SHU HUI RACHEL
New Life Baptist Church

40 years ago, a very close brother of mine had
attended TLBS. I prayed then, “Lord, I want to go
to bible school (TLBS) too”. Four decades later
in 2021, the Lord told me to enroll in the school
and I became a student of SOM, Term1 in 2022.
Oh, how the Lord exceeded my expectations here!
Not only did He answer my childhood prayer,
He gave me a deeper understanding of His words and
led me into a time of healing so I could experience
the fullness of Christ. All glory to God!

Even though I live very near TLBS, I have never heard
of it until some time ago when the seed to attend
the school was planted. Only when I was drained
emotionally, mentally, and physically did I think of
running back to God. Coming to TLBS was a respite
from my demanding work and has taught me how to
enjoy His presence. I looked forward to going to class
daily and being filled with His Word and Spirit.
I have grown to trust Him more through the signs
and miracles he has shown me and with the knowledge
that I have gained at SOM!

My deepest desire is to be equipped with the word of
God and be a useful and efficient vessel in my Father’s
kingdom. At TLBS, I was very blessed and privileged
to have attended the most exceptional and enjoyable
classes offered by the anointed lecturers whose
knowledge of the scripture is exemplary. The truth
that has been imparted to me was absolutely priceless
and was a fulfillment of Jeremiah 3:15 (NIV) “Then I will
give you shepherds after my own heart, who will lead you
with knowledge and understanding.” Thank you TLBS
for this opportunity.

I always thought that TLBS is a place only for those
who are strong in their walk with God. I could not
have been more wrong! What started with a devotion
touching on five loaves and two fishes, and how
God provides, led to more instances of hearing
about five loaves and two fishes! It was a reminder
that despite my financial worries, God promised
to provide, and provide He did. TLBS has
changed my perspective of the Bible and the
Christian faith, and SOM is truly an experience that
is so uniquely different for every single person.

29 HENG KUO LENG JOHN
Covenant Evangelical Free Church

31 JOHN PETER ISAAC
St.John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

33 KONG WAI PIEW SEAN
RiverLife Church

I have never wanted to abandon my first love, my work
to attend any prolonged Christian event. However,
God had a plan for me.The first 2 to 3 weeks at TLBS
were very tough, but I managed to overcome my
unwillingness with God’s grace. It was also through the
various lectures that indirectly affirmed my actions and
that this was the path God wanted me to take.
This was very assuring as God spoke to me, and this
was more than what I could ever dream of.
I am grateful and glad that TLBS provided such
an opportunity and direction in this present phase
of my life.

I had been seeking God’s direction and plan for
the next season of my life prior to attending TLBS.
The desire to study in a bible school has been a thirtyyear constant cry in my heart. That was when I came
to know about TLBS - what better place than going
to such a “mountain” to meet God. It has been an
experience like no other, walking daily into an
“open heaven”, being fed, filled and nourished with the
Word, Spirit and Ministry and experiencing a
loving community. “He has made everything beautiful
in its time…” (Ecclesiastes 3:11, ESV).

Having worked for the past 14 years in the education
and social sector, I had wanted to take some time off
to rest and reorientate my life back towards the call
and purposes of God. TLBS has provided a place where
I can return to the disciplines of worship, prayer and
just sitting in the presence of God to learn what it
means to be a child of God. SOM has been a refreshing
experience and it has helped me reaffirm the purpose
and call that God has upon my life.

“ He has made

ever y thing b eautiful
in its time...”

(Ecclesiastes 3:11, ESV)
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35 LAI SUAY KHAN NANCY
Ang Mo Kio Methodist Church
I was asked to resign when the pandemic hit.
It was challenging as work had always been important.
Not long after, amongst other health issues,
I had to go through multiple operations, all of which
I am still recovering from. In despair, I prayed for
God’s revelation. “I call on You, my God, for You will
answer me; turn Your ear to me and hear my prayer.”
(Psalm 17:6, NIV) Here at TLBS, it was my Wind of
Change! I have since learnt in SOM that hearing God’s
voice is part of a learning process of developing an
intimate relationship with God.

“Even the darkness will
not b e dark to you;

the night will shine like
the day, for darkness
is as light to you.”
(Psalm 139:12, NIV)
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38 LAM KA YEE NATALIE (Hong Kong)
Church of Our Saviour

40 LEE KEAN GUAN
St. James’ Church

TLBS was the first thing that came to my mind
when I decided to take a gap year after my A-levels.
I always had a full-time calling from God but
never really acted upon it. TLBS is definitely
a firm stepping stone for my journey ahead.
True enough, one week into TLBS, I knew I made
one of the best decisions of my life. I have learnt
so much and God is so real. If you have decided to
set aside time for Him, He will honour you in return.
Our God is a God who knows and cares.

Attending a bible course was one of my three priorities
upon leaving the corporate world. I was not sure
what to expect but I can now say that every aspect
of the SOM experience has been exceptional,
including the diverse student cohort, the teaching of its
anointed faculty as well as the faithful service of
the TLBS team and the alumni volunteers!
Some days were intense but every day has been as
spiritually refreshing as the last. Truly I can proclaim,
“Oh, taste and see that the Lord is good! Blessed is the man
who takes refuge in him!” (Psalm 34:8, ESV).

36 LAI WEI WAH CALEB
The New Charis Mission

37 LAM I-SHYAN ETHAN
Bethesda Frankel Estate Church

39 LAU HWAI BING
St. James’ Church

41 LEE SHU AI DEBORAH
New Creation Church

I am thankful for this divine appointment to
study in TLBS. I always prayed before each class to
experience the presence of the Holy Spirit and
His gifts. Incidentally, Dean Guek Ju said
the theme for this class was “Wind of Change”.
At TLBS, I experienced my first ‘wow’ experience and
the goodness of God. I was reminded of the verse,
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit
comes upon you. And you will be my witnesses,
telling people about me everywhere—in Jerusalem,
throughout Judea, in Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”
(Acts 1:8, NLT).

I came to TLBS unwillingly, with much fear and
hesitation. Looking back, my sense was that through
this course, God will show He is going to do things
in my life, fixing and unlocking doors. Although the
changes would be uncomfortable and painful,
I took the step to surrender to God. I was deeply
convicted by this year’s “Wind of Change” theme.
God indeed revealed that He was doing a major work
in my life - bringing about change His Way,
surfacing events long buried in the depths of my mind.
But I can say with full confidence that God’s healing
grace is with me in this journey of change.

My desperate need to rescue my withered faith
motivated me to leave my career to recover
my First Love. I have always felt guilty for not
loving God enough. In one of the modules, we were
asked to write a letter (on God’s behalf) to ourselves.
I have written many letters to God, but never to myself.
It was a strange and difficult task. I tried nevertheless.
Then words just flowed, followed by tears. I felt Abba
Father holding me in His bosom and assuring me
that I need not strive to earn His favour because
He loves me, no matter what.

I decided to go to TLBS when going through
the darkest chapter of my life. I learnt how to
sing songs of praises when it was most difficult
to do so. I learnt to be thankful and have faith
even before I saw the victory. Most importantly,
I learnt how to have a real relationship with
my heavenly Father and understand His heart
for me. God became so real to me.
“Even the darkness will not be dark to you; the night
will shine like the day, for darkness is as light to you.”
(Psalms 139:12, NIV)
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42 LEE YING HUI JOCELYN
Ang Mo Kio Methodist Church

44 LEE WEI YI JONATHAN
Cornerstone Community Church

45 LEE SHI YA PRISCILLA
Toa Payoh Methodist Church

47 LIM PEI LU DANA
New Creation Church

Three months– short, but incredibly enriching.
Excited, I come to school every day expecting to soak
in God’s warm embrace. Without fail, I leave each day
enlightened and blessed. I encountered God in many
forms, be it through visions, words of wisdom from
peers and teachers, or simply just prayer. Indulging in
this open heaven has been amazing. For someone who
felt stuck in a spiritual desert, being able to witness
and feel God so vividly now is mind-blowing.
Going forward, I hope to continue engaging God
in every aspect of my life. I will treasure this experience
for a lifetime.

This time at TLBS has been an amazing period of
refreshment for me, during which I have been able to
deepen my walk with God. Having gone for similar
Christian programs in the past, I was originally hesitant
to sign up for SOM as I worried that the lectures
might be too similar to the ones I have attended.
I was blown away by the quality of the teaching,
and the ways in which God has given me fresh
revelations even when attending lectures on topics
I have studied before.

A colleague encouraged me to attend TLBS after
she knew that I had the intention to spend my yearlong sabbatical resting at the feet of the Lord.
It was also a time for me to seek the Lord
for a direction moving forward. TLBS’ theme
for this term, “Wind of Change”, has encouraged me
to be like the great ships used in past exploration
expeditions. Fueled by nothing else but the force of
the wind – the Holy Spirit, to set sail and glide across
the ocean with ease to the destination and
destiny that God has called me to.

I thank God for leading me to TLBS. It has been
a precious experience of worshipping and sitting at
Jesus’ feet daily, and of gleaning from the anointed
teachers at the school. I have also enjoyed meeting
and getting to know fellow believers from different
churches. Immersing in God’s presence like this has
heightened my sensitivity to His voice and
I cannot wait to hear where He is leading me next.
“My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and they follow Me.” (John 10:27, NKJV).

46 LEONG JIA JIE ABIGAIL
Wesley Methodist Church

48 LIM RONG EN RYAN
St. John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

Every word spoken, every lesson taught and every gift
bestowed has greatly impacted me and enhanced my
personal walk with Christ. TLBS has been a safe place
for me; to be among gracious and loving people whom
I can have such meaningful and vulnerable
conversations with. One of the important lessons that
I have learnt during this season was that knowledge
received needs to be applied. As I graduate and
face the struggles of being in the world with conflicting
views and difficult conversations, I pray to remember
these words, lessons and gifts and continue
to live them out!

This was the start of something new, not merely a
3-month journey in TLBS. The wealth of knowledge
I have gained and the depth in which I was able to
re-evaluate my journey with God have been
unparalleled to anything I had experienced before.
Going through such an intense study of our faith,
amidst such a loving and supportive community,
created an environment that has inspired me to
pursue God more. Beyond knowing all that we have
to do as God’s children, I have grown to learn how
vital it is to just dwell in His presence.

43 LEE EN KELVYNA
Heart of Worship Church
After building a church for 10 months, my parents
wanted me to be immersed in God’s word daily.
One of my main takeaways from TLBS is the need
to have an intimate relationship with God. I derive this
from various lessons taught like: “Fasting without prayer
is called dieting” and “Anointing comes from intimacy
with God”. Being a second-generation Christian,
I used to view God as my parents’ God. However,
I realised that intimacy with God should not be based
on my environment, nor is it merely a religion
I subscribe to, but an actual relationship with
the Living God.

TLBS has b een a s afe
place for me; to b e

among gracious and

loving people whom
I can have such

meaningful and vulnerable
c onvers ations with.
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49 LO KEEN KHAY AMOS
Hinghwa Methodist Church

51 PETER NIRASH
The New Charis Mission

53 NG DERONG IAN
3:16 Church

I came to TLBS to fulfil my desire for a deeper walk
with God and to discover His purpose for my life.
The sessions here gave me a newfound perspective on
life and my walk with God. I have found so much joy
spending time with God and experiencing Him deeply
every day. I thank God for such a blessing to travel
on this wonderful journey together with people from
different walks of life who have so much hunger
for God. “You will seek me and find me when you seek me
with all your heart.” (Jeremiah 29:13, NIV)

I joined TLBS to understand what it means to be a
disciple of Christ and to learn more about the body,
soul and spirit. God has been revealing the struggles
I faced from my past – being exposed to substances
and other kinds of vices. God showed me what
it means to be in the world, but not of the world.
Psalm 46:10 KJV - “Be still, and know that I am God:
I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in the
earth.” brings me comfort and stills my emotions and
thoughts as I anchor in Jesus Christ.

Stepping through the doors of TLBS - for the
second time - is an experience that fills me with
gratitude and joy. It truly is a privilege to sit amidst
a community that eagerly desires God. It is a privilege
to learn from Spirit-led shepherds, and be cared for by
the loving school staff. For me, being here is like
resting in an oasis, where the agenda is not finding the
next phase of ministry. Rather, the agenda is
God Himself. He draws me into a deeper walk,
a greater clarity, a loving embrace. For that,
I am grateful.

WIND OF CHANGE

“ You will seek me

and find me when you
seek me with all
your hear t.”
(Jeremiah 29:13, NIV)

50 LOW LOON STACEY
Agape Methodist Church

52 NG JIA HE BRYAN
Christ Methodist Church

54 NG SHI TING PHOEBE
Zion Full Gospel Church

55 NG JO EE TESSA
City Missions Church

When I felt prompted to sign up for TLBS, I envisioned
it to be a 3-month long church camp. Time here was
indeed that but with so much more! The hours spent
with men and women of faith, the TLBS lecturers,
staff and fellow classmates; felt as if I was living in
biblical times as one of Jesus’ disciples, being drawn
nearer and nearer to Him each day by the teaching and
sharing. It was a refreshing time of drinking deep,
being restored and challenged to go deeper.
“Deep calls to deep” (Psalm 42:7, NIV)

“He made known to us the mystery of his will according
to his good pleasure, which he purposed in Christ”
(Ephesians 1:9, NIV). By faith, it is a blessing to be led
to come to TLBS; where theology and biblical
foundations can be relearned and built upon.
I have been blessed with a fresh divine encounter
not just in the word but also to be soaked in the
presence of God. TLBS is where I have learnt and
understood my relationship with Christ,
the living hope.

Initially when I heard of TLBS, I was against the idea
of coming as I was determined to spend my holiday
working. However, a small part of me wanted
to explore and know God at a deeper level because
I am new to this faith. Eventually, I came. It has been
a very fulfilling time thus far and God has been
revealing more of Himself to me in unimaginable ways.
God has blessed me with many spiritual friends whom
I can journey with. He has been expanding my capacity
to love people just like how He has first loved us.

I am so grateful to God for being able to come
to TLBS; as the season was right. I came with the hope
of knowing God better and seeking His direction for
the next step. Since then, He has been revealing so
much of His love and care for me, through
His anointed leaders. Throughout my time here,
I have learnt how to rest, sit at His feet and simply
to “be” more than to “do”. That is especially
liberating for me, as I grew to learn
how much God loves and cares about who I am
more than what I do.
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56 NGAI GUO HUI MOSES
Cornerstone Community Church

58 ONG KIM SUN GERRY
St. John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

60 ONG MEI QIAN SERENA HANNAH
New Creation Church

61 PETER PEREIRA
Christ Methodist Church

I was at the crossroads in my life when I decided to
attend TLBS to grow deeper in relationship with God
& learn His plans for my life. As I journeyed with
God and sought His face during SOM, I felt
His encouragement to trust in Him. Like a father
beckoning a child to swim into deeper waters,
even as uncertainty lingers, I can always be assured
that He will be there with me every stroke of the way.
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your
own understanding.” (Proverbs 3:5, NIV)

“You will seek Me and find Me, when you seek Me with all
your heart.” (Jeremiah 29:13, ESV). I enrolled into SOM
with the intention of seeking a fresh encounter
with God. We were constantly reminded of maintaining
the right posture when approaching God. I saw that
this was evident among the students at SOM who were
seeking God earnestly during worship, ministry time
and lectures. Personally, attending the course has given
me frequent fresh encounters with God and allowed
me to be better equipped to serve God.
When we are serious with God, He “shows up”!

When I lost my husband in June 2021, I was in a
very dark place. Somehow, through this grieving
process, God revealed himself to me. It was not
something physical, nevertheless, it was strangely
comforting. Despite my brokenness, I submitted and
obeyed His prompting to attend TLBS. Here, I got to
dive in deeper through the teachings and learn with a
class who loves and pursues God. My faith has been
strengthened and confirmed through God’s Word &
His People. God truly is Emmanuel and He is close to
the broken hearted. “Blessed are those who mourn,
for they shall be comforted.” (Matthew 5:4, NKJV)

After I lost my job five years ago, I felt overwhelmed,
discouraged and was struggling in my faith. I began to
take God more seriously and spent time searching
for answers. Last year, a close friend encouraged me to
attend TLBS and this course. I was convinced that it was
God calling me to encounter Him in a deeper measure.
Through the worship, teaching and ministry sessions,
I have encountered His tangible presence and
experienced the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. I am now
learning to rest, listen, obey and trust Him more each day.
“Draw near to God, and He will draw near to you.”
(James 4:8, NKJV)

57 ONG CHAI CHEONG
Covenant Evangelical Free Church

59 ONG LI EN LENN
RiverLife Church

I remember a friend’s earlier invitation to join
TLBS SOM. The start and end date fit perfectly into
my winter break. So here I am. The stressful culture
from living overseas resurfaced some primal wounds,
but SOM provided a safe refuge to transact the
‘whirlwind, earthquake and fiery’ struggles I had,
for His shalom peace. It felt good to collapse into
His nail-scarred hands; resting in His embrace.
Despite the struggles, I was determined to praise Him
for His still and magnificent voice that spoke to me,
“What are you doing here?”; His reassuring tone made
me understand that nothing could separate me
from His love.

I love the time I have spent in TLBS. It has been so
refreshing to start each morning praising and
worshipping God. Taking these months to keep
my mind focused on seeking God and receiving biblical
teaching each day has helped centre my mind on God
and on the things above. I have also received much
edification from the personal sharing of teachers and
fellow students in SOM. Soaking in this dynamic,
faith-filled environment has been such a
blessing and privilege.
“Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good, for His steadfast
love endures forever.” (Psalm 136:1, ESV)

“ Eye has not seen,

62 QUEK SOO PHENG CARINE
City Harvest Church

entered into the hear t of

I am grateful towards SOM and God. He gives me
the breakthroughs I have always desired during my time
here. We can never fathom how He shows up and how
He speaks. Indeed, God is full of refreshing surprises;
He is always planning something good for His children.
Thank you, Dean, for sharing heartfelt devotions that
are so applicable in our daily lives. As written
in the Bible, “Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
nor have entered into the heart of man the things which
God has prepared for those who love Him.”
(1 Corinthians 2:9, NKJV)

nor ear heard, nor have
man the things which
Go d has prepared for
those who love Him.”
(1 Corinthians 2:9, NKJV)
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63 SAKTI ARATHI D/O MOGANA DASSE
His Presence Church
“He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds.”
(Psalm 147:3, NIV). I came to TLBS shortly after
my mother’s demise. I came with a broken heart,
but God met me in my brokenness and renewed
my spirit. This term’s theme, “Wind of Change”,
made me realize that when God’s wind blows into
our lives, nothing remains unchanged. Coming to TLBS
was a leap of faith for me. My time here has been a
time of healing and restoration. This has given me
the desire to seek the Lord more and more.
He truly makes all things new!

Each day at TLBS is like

taking a personal trip with
Go d – walking, talking,

listening, resting and sitting
with Him. I was immersed

and spiritually soaked from
this experience in SOM.
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66 SOH YOCK HOON JERRICA
Trinity Methodist Church

68 TAN BEE LIAN JULIANA
Good News Baptist Church

God impressed in my heart to “study at TLBS”
last April. Each day at TLBS is like taking a personal trip
with God – walking, talking, listening, resting and
sitting with Him. I was immersed and spiritually soaked
from this experience in SOM. I treasure the time
in encountering Him so intimately and personally.
I will continue to seek and thirst after Him. It has
been affirmed to me several times that indeed we
“do not know the path of the wind” (Ecclesiastes 11:5, NIV)
but we can trust the Father’s heart for us, as we
submit and obey - to do His Will.

I yearned for a refreshing renewal of my faith in God.
TLBS came to mind as I heard of SOM from two of
my neighbours who are alumni. I asked the Lord if this
was the place He wanted me to decide upon; allowing
my absence from work for 3 months. My prayer was
confirmed with certainty. It was such a joy to attend
as lecturers were so passionate about God’s Word.
Participants were individually authentic, seeking God’s
personal touch. Learning from Rev. Dr. Margaret
Seaward’s ‘Hearing God’s Voice’ module was timely - to
experience my Abba Father and the Holy Spirit’s leading.

64 SIM KIAN HUAT NIGEL
St. John’s-St.Margaret’s Church

65 SOH WEI-YI PAMELA
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church

67 SOONG LI-NETTE
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church

69 JEREMIAH TAN
Church of Our Saviour

My interest in TLBS was planted through the
testimonies of its alumni and friends. But it was the
Holy Spirit who watered my desire to set aside
dedicated time for learning and growing in His ways.
When I finally attended SOM, I knew it was the
perfect timing for me. It has been a wonderful time of
spiritual revival; the Holy Spirit’s leading was
unmistakable and the love of Father God for me was
intimate, affirming and comforting. The theme of
“Wind of Change’’ for this term has taken on
a special significance for me, lifting me out of
spiritual doldrums!

“…be of good cheer, I (Jesus) have overcome the world.”
(John 16:33, NKJV).
TLBS was an anointed place where we studied
God’s Word and experienced Him through the
moving of the Holy Spirit. The love of God was also
tangibly experienced through relationships built as we
shared about His goodness. I came to TLBS seeking
to understand and discern better how to serve Him
and be led by the Holy Spirit. I am amazed by the way
God has revealed himself to me and dealt with me
through the specific prayers received and the
lessons learnt in SOM.

At the beginning of TLBS, I was doubtful whether
God could truly transform me after these 3 months,
like how he did for the past alumni who shared.
Yet God was faithful in assuring me, as long as I have
“faith like a grain of mustard seed” (Matthew 17:20,
ESV), He could do the impossible in me and through
me. God has continued to speak to me so personally
through the letter He wrote, via the ‘Father Heart
of God’ module, that I am His beloved child, uniquely,
fearfully and wonderfully made by His perfect love.
God is indeed so good!

Growing up in a family setting where feelings were
ignored and there was little regard for one another,
I was not open to communicating with people
so I would bottle up all my pain and disappointments.
In TLBS, when I saw how people shared their struggles
honestly, I started to open up. The ‘Father Heart of God’
module directed me to view past hurts from a different
perspective, shifting from an ‘avoidance’ to a
new engaging posture. Thank God for His strength and
His healing that has taken place. For 25 years,
I have not experienced such a breakthrough,
but in TLBS, it took only a month.
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70 TAN RUI KEONG KEITH
Church of Our Saviour

71 EXECUTIVE PASTOR TAN XIN ER SOPHIA
Hearts Alive Church

73 TAY NGHEE SHENG ASHER
Church of Singapore (Balestier)

75 TAY WEI LYNN DEBORAH
Faith Sanctuary

I came to TLBS under the recommendation of
my leaders and friends in church at a time where I was
at a career crossroad in life. Perhaps God’s timing is
perfect always and things do not happen by chance;
this is where I managed to find rest and reassurance
with Him, to be able to retrace my steps back to Him
and be blessed with this new community. Although I am
still figuring out my next steps, I am assured that
I will no longer have to walk these steps alone.

My journey in TLBS has truly been an impactful and
transformative season of my life. I gained a wealth of
knowledge but beyond that, I grew to discover more
about myself and how God was calling me to dive deeper
in my relationship with Him. I absolutely enjoyed
the powerful worship time and the faith-building
cell group sessions that we had. I am thankful that
God led me here and refreshed my soul with
His joy and peace. My prayer is that we keep a
pure heart for God and remain steadfast in
our love for Him and His people.

As a greenhorn in my youth’s leadership team,
I was introduced to TLBS to set aside time to meet
God and find direction. Over the past few weeks,
God has been revealing and removing the seeds of
doubt, fear, insecurity and impatience that were planted
in me long ago. Though it has been tough, I can really
see my personal growth from this ongoing season
of unravelling. I am so grateful for the community in
TLBS that spurred me on towards putting God’s
will above my own in every step of the way.

I had a settling feeling upon my abrupt decision to apply
into TLBS at the end of 2021. This restfulness at heart
must have come from my God who gives peace;
only He can allow the light in; to those sitting in
darkness. To be present in SOM each morning in
worship and quietness with the Lord is an immense
privilege as He is the one who leads us beside still
waters. I seek to follow Him in wonderment of
His faithfulness and love for me. Certainly, we can
overcome our trials as Christ has “overcome the world”.
(John 16:33, NKJV) All praise be unto Him.

72 TAN YONG WEI TIMOTHY
Church of Singapore (Balestier)

74 TAY HUI TING ADORA
New Creation Church

76 TAY KANG QI ANNA
Church of Singapore (Bukit Timah)

I have always struggled with approaching God
as I feared His sovereignty. However, through the
module, ‘Father Heart of God’ lesson in TLBS,
God touched my heart and showed me the Father’s
love. He impressed upon my heart that He was waiting
in my earthly home, bidding me to enter and sit by him.
He beckoned me to approach Him with boldness and
courage, removing all my self-condemnation. God’s love
was no longer just head knowledge, but a truth I had
encountered in my heart. I am extremely blessed
by just one lesson in TLBS; imagine 3 months!

Coming to TLBS has been a wonderful journey as
I yearned to seek more revelation, understanding and
to walk deeper in my relationship with the Lord.
I have been truly blessed by the TLBS team and
all the lecturers’ dedication and love for God.
The most memorable times for me include the daily
anointed praise & worship, heartfelt devotions, chapel
services and engaging cell group sessions. Throughout
my stint here, I am grateful that the Lord has reminded
me about His unwavering love, unending grace and
the finished work of the cross. I have been so
refreshed, recharged and empowered too!

Having struggled with accepting God’s love for the
entirety of my life, I came to TLBS expecting nothing.
However, God has shown me that He works in ways
our rational mind cannot grasp. Just within weeks,
I have experienced His love in ways I never knew
would be possible. TLBS has been a journey and a great
restart from the old attitude for life that I used to have.
I am thankful for the friendships I have made and the
safe space created for me to share. TLBS is indeed an
open heaven for all who seek Him.

Go d’s love was no longer
just head knowledge,
but a truth

I had enc ountered in
my hear t.
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77 TEO HUI MIN
Aldersgate Methodist Church

79 TOH WEI LIANG XAVIER
Zion Full Gospel Church

God is amazing! First, He made a way for me to attend
TLBS in spite of several obstacles – the fear of not
having an income and potential opposition from
my parents. Then, within the first week, the Holy Spirit
turned things around. My mother gave me her blessing
to attend TLBS. Also, a deep resentment I harboured
for two years was lifted right after the Praise &
Worship module when I surrendered and came to
God with a contrite heart. “Oh, taste and see that the
Lord is good! Blessed is the man who takes refuge in him!”
(Psalm 34:8, ESV)

“Therefore, my beloved, run [keep far, far away] from [any
sort of] idolatry [and that includes loving anything more
than God, or participating in anything that leads to sin and
enslaves the soul].” (1 Corinthians 10:14, AMP)
My heart has been convicted to stay far away from
earthly idols that keep me away from God; I am
choosing to run to Him. Coming to TLBS realigned
my heart to focus on Him who prompted me gently,
“Are you worshiping the blessing or the one who
blesses?”. I hope for anyone reading this to have
an expectant heart to trust and be amazed that
God can work in you too!

WIND OF CHANGE

82 YEO ENG HOW ALBERT
Emmanuel Assembly of God
“ Oh, taste and see that
the Lord is go o d!

Blessed is the man who
takes refuge in him!”
(Psalm 34:8, ESV)

I am thankful to be introduced by my cell leader to
TLBS upon returning to Singapore. Before coming
to TLBS, I always felt that I was standing behind Jesus.
However, I now sensed His encouragement for me
to sit by His feet and enjoy His presence. I have also
been very blessed with much help from the lessons
and I am touched by the commitment of God’s people,
staff, volunteers and teachers. The testimonies of the
participants, particularly of the young who disrupted
their education and jobs to be in the SOM,
have greatly impacted me.

78 TEO SHURONG ZACHAEUS
The New Charis Mission

80 VU THU THUY (Vietnam)
Hanoi Evangelical Church

81 WONG CHUHUI MAXINE
Cornerstone Community Church

83 YEONG YI ZHUNG ISAIAH
Church of Singapore (Marine Parade)

God revealed to me the past mistakes I have made.
But in Him, I am indeed made whole again and
because of that, I am able to surrender my wrongs
and live a born-again life. For me, the most
memorable lesson in TLBS was about seeking and
understanding God’s heart, and when I do so,
no matter the situations in my life, God will be in
full control. To avoid faltering amidst life’s
ups and downs, the choice to do good and
stay close to Him in truth and in spirit will help me
stand firm; to be a man after God’s own heart.

I learnt about TLBS from Hoan, an alumni of the school
5 years ago. I was inspired by the school’s focus on
hearing God’s voice and applied for SOM, Term 2
in 2020. Then, Covid-19 struck but I continued to
pursue the application until 2022 when I finally enrolled
in SOM, Term 1. I found some of the subjects at
SOM rather challenging, especially the Prophecy
module. I used to think prophesying is for pastors and
spiritual leaders. However, I received confirmation
during the activation exercise regarding Isaiah 50:4,
that He would use me to share the truths I learnt
at TLBS. Praise the Lord!

A few months before I came to TLBS, I was at a place
in my life where I felt burnt out and desperately in
need of a break. God was calling me to transition out
of my job, halt my busyness and come away with Him.
I have always wanted to take time off to attend
missions/bible school and TLBS seemed like a good
opportunity. Since coming to TLBS, I have been
restored, renewed, and refreshed; and my vision and
purpose realigned. I’m excited for where God’s
wind of change will take me in the next season
of my life!

I used to have the misconception that God does not
speak to me directly. Though at times, I felt like I heard
God in some ways; like a note left in front of my door.
However, I learnt in TLBS that God does speak to me
directly. When Brother Joseph Chean made us
write letters from God to ourselves during the
‘Father Heart of God’ module, I realised that God does
speak to me directly, just in unconventional ways.
For He says, “My sheep listen to My voice; I know them,
and they follow me.” (John 10:27, NIV)
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84 YIP XUJIE RAPHAEL
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church

85 YONG KAIXIANG ALVIN
Hope Church Singapore

Coming to TLBS has been an eye-opener for me.
I saw first-hand how the Gospel could unite His church
so beautifully, creating an intentional and authentic
community that I could never have envisioned.
For me, these 3 months have been a season of learning
to be present with God daily: allowing Him to
refine me, and seeing His tender mercies carry me
through every step of the way. To journey in Christ
alongside my classmates during these 3 months
has really been a privilege, and I’m infinitely thankful for
the relationships forged during my time here.
Truly, God is good!

“Abide in me and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit
by itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you,
unless you abide in me.” (John 15:4, ESV) I chose to
devote this season of my life to God, learning to
abide in Him even in the midst of my struggles.
As knowing that it is not I, but through Christ in me,
that I can be an overcomer and find that breakthrough.
TLBS has been a safe place where I could seek God
and grow in Him.

“Abide in me and I in you.
As the branch cannot
b ear fruit by itself,

unless it abides in the vine,
neither can you, unless
you abide in me.”
(John 15:4, ESV)

WIND OF CHANGE

STUDENTS
< I n Tr a n s i t i o n >

CHEAN QI LI ASHLEY
Chapel of The Holy Spirit

LIM JING YI STEPHEN
Deeper Life Christian Centre

HOO YONG EN JOSHUA
Deeper Life Christian Centre

Being raised as a missionary, I grew up
firmly rooted in the Word of God.
However, it was only at 15 when I began to
develop an intimate relationship with God.
This paradigm shift caused me to put God
first in everything I do. I came to TLBS to
equip myself with a spiritual foundation.
During my time in TLBS, many precious
relationships were built. I also gained many
insights and perspectives that have changed
my worldview and aligned me for the next
phase of my life. The journey, albeit short,
has proven to be fulfilling and God has
blessed me abundantly.

I was only at TLBS for one month,
but the impact it had on me was huge.
The lessons stirred in me a desire to
know more of God and draw closer to
Him; to rebuild my relationship with Him.
I also had the opportunity to play drums
for the worship team, and it was a great
experience, allowing me to have fun
and glorify the Lord through my actions
at the same time. Overall, TLBS helped
me rediscover my love for God,
and as I depart for school, I pray that
there will be a wind of change in my life
to lead me on to a better future.

I was in a situation where I felt left alone,
when God opened a door of opportunity
for me to join TLBS, SOM. In TLBS,
I learnt to know what being a Christian
truly meant. God has revealed many issues
in my life that needed cleansing and
a change. There has been a wind of change
and I believe that God is stirring me
towards His plans and the bigger picture
for my life. The journey ahead may seem
impossible for me, “but with God all things
are possible” (Matthew 19:26, NKJV).

Mark 6:31 (ESV)
And He said to them,
‘’Come away by yourselves
to a desolate place and
rest a while.’’

sileNcE
& SOLITUDE
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STORY OF MY LIFE
FROM NIGHT, TO LIGHT

PHOTO

VOicE

In life, one usually observes day and night
as being two separate parts. Daytime is for
working and activity, while night-time is for
stillness and rest. It is therefore refreshing
to witness the transition between the two.
The grey slowly gives way to yellow; the
lamp is slowly filled to the brim.

Visual reflections captured by our students
during their Silence and Solitude retreat

And yet it is not the sun that switches off
and on, for it is always shining. Unlike my
fluctuating emotions and resolutions,
the sun does not dim nor does it flicker.
Even in my darkest darkness, the sun burns
at its brightest. What changes then is my
perspective. As I turn my eyes to Him,
His light meets me where I am. My grey
slowly gives way to His yellow; my soul is
gradually filled with the warmth of His love.
What a lovely reminder to turn my eyes to
Him - the author and finisher of my faith.
“If I say, “Surely the darkness shall cover
me, and the light about me be night,”
even the darkness is not dark to you; the
night is bright as the day, for darkness is
as light with you.” Psalm 139:11-12 (ESV)

JOHN PETER
ISAAC
St.John’s-St.Margaret’s
Church

LEE SHU AI
DEBORAH
New Creation
Church

LEE KEAN GUAN
St. James’ Church

TRUSTING HIM WHOLLY

GOD ALWAYS MAKES A WAY

LIFE, IN HIS PRESENCE

The Lord brought my attention to a flower
floating on the water and spoke in my heart
as how the flower is being cradled and
supported by the water, dancing and
following wherever the stream will take it.
That HE will do the same for me and HE
will become my Strength.

I took this photograph when walking down
the path. From where I was standing, it
looked like a dead end. But as I kept going
– with each step, it became clearer and
clearer that it was not a dead end. The path
eventually opened up to a new path and led
me to the beach. It struck me that often,
God does not show us the entire plan.
But as we take each step in obedience
and faith, He slowly reveals His will
for us – which is always good, perfect
and acceptable.

“Be still, and know that I am God.
I will be exalted among the nations;
I will be exalted in the earth!”
Psalms 46:10 (ESV)

In Quietness to Trust HIM and not to look at
man for help (“not to trust in horses or chariots”)
but to HIM in obedience like the flower Resting.
For thus said the Lord GOD, the Holy One
of Israel, “In Returning and Rest you shall
be Saved; in Quietness and in Trust shall be
your Strength.” But you were unwilling,
Isaiah 30:15 (ESV)

“Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light
on my path” Psalms 119:105 (NIV)

“And we know that in all things God
works for the good of those who love him,
who have been called according to his
purpose.” Romans 8:28 (NIV)

I saw every leaf facing out towards
the light, which is their source of life.
I sense God teaching me to be like them,
my posture still before my God,
who knows all that I care for
and need.

NG DERONG IAN
3:16 Church

This is the story of my life People and events in my life have left
both miserable and glorious scars.
Years pass by. Wet and dry seasons
came and went.

THE CHANGE WITHIN
“Do not conform to the pattern of this
world, but be transformed by the renewing
of your mind. Then you will be able to
test and approve what God’s will is—
his good, pleasing and perfect will.”
Romans 12:2 (NIV)
I took this picture when there was a gust
of wind and saw before my own eyes the
chameleon changing its colour to adapt
to the wind temperature. It spoke to me
that the ‘Wind of Change’ is not just in
a change of circumstances; but that it is
a renewal and adaptation within that is
part of the change.

LOW LOON
STACEY
Agape Methodist
Church

I pressed on.
Nourishment from the Sun and
refreshing rains sustained me.
By God’s grace, I start bearing fruits some sprouting in new areas and
some growing out of old scars.
How is this possible?
By spreading my roots deep into the
Stream of living water and by breathing
in the Breath of Life.
Thank you, Lord, for being faithful
even when I am not.

LAU HWAI BING
St. James’ Church
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PROPHETIC

ARt
God has lit a ‘Spark’ in us since day one. Some are refreshed
while others are re-ignited after a season of drought or
lukewarmness. The spark that lights our spiritual man as
reflected in Proverbs 20:27 (ESV) The Spirit of man is the
lamp of the LORD, searching all his innermost parts.
Like a candle, when it has been lit, it is our duty to pass on
the flame. How? By the blood of the lamb and the word of
our testimony. Rev 12:11 (ESV) And they have conquered him
by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony,
for they loved not their lives even unto death. We will have to
come down from this mountain top in TLBS eventually. What is
the condition of your heart? What needs to be done to keep
the flame inside us burning?

Title: SPARK
Artist: KEITH TAN
Date: 21 JANUARY 2022

Title: AN INVITATION
Artist: YING CHEN
Date: 28 JANUARY 2022

FROM JESUS

Come as you are, before Me. I was reminded of how much
Christ had to suffer in order for us to receive the gift of
salvation and for our sins to be forgiven. Despite the pain
He endured, His outstretched arms are always wide open to
receive us. I sensed the lady at the foot of the cross is possibly
Mary, a mother who is faithful and obedient to the end,
receiving her son’s body after He has died on the cross.

WIND OF CHANGE

Title: EMBRACE
Artist: KEITH TAN
Date: 4 FEBRUARY 2022

As I was painting this, I was reminded of the song “Still”
By Hillsong Worship.
Find rest, my soul
In Christ alone
Know His power
In quietness and trust
When the oceans rise and thunders roar
I will soar with You above the storm
Father,You are king over the flood
I will be still, know You are God

Coming to TLBS is like being invited by Jesus, to enjoy our time
with Him. We are not here “to do things for Jesus”; we are here
to be with Him”. We accept Jesus’ invitation and sit in His
presence. It’s like we have dived into water. Now how are we
going to enjoy His water?

Psalms 8:3-5 (NIV) When I consider your heavens, the work of
your fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place,
what is mankind that you are mindful of them, human beings that
you care for them? You have made them a little lower than the
angels and crowned them with glory and honor.

Do we choose to immerse ourselves in His presence? Do we
relax our body, soul and spirit, just to be with Him? He has
promised that when we draw near to Him, He will draw near
to us. Amen!

Whenever we gaze up at the stars, we are in awe of God’s
creation. We humans are formed of dust from the ground.
Sometimes, that’s how we consider ourselves: insignificant and
little. Perhaps God is using this image to remind us that in His
eyes, we are brighter than the stars. Remember just how much
He loves us.

Title: STILL
Artist: KEITH TAN
Date: 21 FEBRUARY 2022

Title: YOU ARE BRILLIANT
Artist: YING CHEN
Date: 3 MARCH 2022
* Medium: Acrylic On Canvas

bReezE
(Worship Moments)

1 Kings 19: 12-13 (CEV)
Then there was a fire, but the Lord was not in the fire.
Finally, there was a gentle breeze, and when Elijah heard it, he covered
his face with his coat. He went out and stood at the entrance to
the cave. The Lord asked, “Elijah, why are you here?”

BrEath
(Devotion & Lecturers)
Ezekiel 37:5 (ESV)
Thus says the Lord God to these bones:
“Behold, I will cause breath to enter you,
and you shall live.”

GUsT

(Ministry & Happy Moments)
John3:8 (ESV)
The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear its sound,
but you do not know where it comes from or where it goes.
So, it is with everyone who is born of the Spirit.

Warmest C ongratulations

on your graduation!

C ongratulations

LEE KEAN GUAN

On your graduation & successful completion of
Diploma in SCHOOL OF MINISTRY • Term 1 • 2022

Dear Kean Guan,
We rejoice with you in your growing journey
with God through this course at Tung Ling Bible School.
May your life, Spirit-filled, be a shining witness to the
goodness of the LORD and your words,
an ever sharper shaper of truth.

NANCY LAI

JENNY GOH

JOCELYN LEE

And God is able to bless you abundantly,
so that in all things at all times, having all that you need,
you will abound in every good work.
2 Corinthians 9:8

“He made my mouth like a sharpened sword, in the shadow of his hand he hid me; he
made me into a polished arrow and concealed me in his quiver” Isaiah 49:2
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JENNY GOH
Congratulations Mum! I have a lot of respect for your
continuous determination for learning throughout life.
Praise the Lord for His goodness!

Delight yourself in the Lord, and He will give you the desires of your heart.
Psalm 37:4

Lots of Love

Jocelyn & Dad Allan

AMOS LO & IRVIN CHOW

Congratulations for completing the School of Ministry course.
Like Jesus, may you continue to grow in wisdom, in stature and
in favor with God and all people.
Luke 2:52

Leaders of the Connect@5 Service from

Hinghwa Methodist Church
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CALEB LAI

DE LAURE CHRISTOPHER

ASHLYN CHEONG

DEBORAH TAY

on your diploma!

Those who cleanse themselves from the latter will be
instruments for special purposes, made holy,
useful to the Master and prepared to do any good work.
2 Timothy 2:21

Class of Term 1, 2022,
School of Ministry

on your diploma!

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace
as you trust in him, so that you may overflow with
hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Romans 15:13

on your diploma!

He has shown you, O mortal, what is good.
And what does the LORD require of you?
To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly
with your God.
Micah 6:8

on your diploma!

Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not
on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to him,
and he will make your paths straight.
Proverbs 3:5-6
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PETER NIRASH

ZACHAEUS TEO

JERRICA SOH

JULIANA TAN

on your diploma!

on your diploma!

I press on toward the goal to win the prize
for which God has called me heavenward
in Christ Jesus.

“being confident of this, that He who began a good work
in you will carry it on to completion until the day
of Christ Jesus”
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Philippians 3:14

Philippians 1:6

on your diploma!

Light shines on the righteous and
joy on the upright in heart.
Psalm 97:11

on your diploma!

Rejoice always, pray continually,
give thanks in all circumstances;
for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus.
1 Thessalonians 5:16-18
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CARINE QUEK

RACHEL KWAN

CHOO CHOON JOO

SHIRLEY HO

on your diploma!

Forget the former things;
do not dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?
I am making a way in the wilderness
and streams in the wasteland.
Isaiah 43:18-19

on your diploma!

I will lead the blind by ways they have not known,
along unfamiliar paths I will guide them;
I will turn the darkness into light before them
and make the rough places smooth.
These are the things I will do;
I will not forsake them.

on your diploma!

Jesus replied: “Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and
with all your mind.”
Matthew 22:37

on your diploma!

God makes the impossible possible.
Jesus replied, “what is impossible with man
is possible with God.”
Luke 18:27

Isaiah 42:16

Yvonne See

C ongratulations
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SERENA HANNAH ONG

CHUA SIOW LING

CHOO CHOON JOO

on your diploma!

“He has made everything beautiful in its time.
He has also set eternity in the human heart;
yet no one can fathom what God has done
from beginning to end.”
Ecclesiastes 3:11

on your diploma!

He tends his flock like a shepherd:
He gathers the lambs in his arms
and carries them close to his heart;
he gently leads those that have young.
Isaiah 40:11

on your diploma!

“I thank Christ Jesus our Lord,
who has given me strength to do his work.
He considered me trustworthy and
appointed me to serve him,”
1 Timothy 1:12 NLT

From: New

Horizon Church

WHAT LASTS
Give
FOR ETERNITY

Beloved Dean Ju, the extraordinary TLBS Staff Team,
passionate Lecturers and dedicated Alumni Volunteers
The ministry depends
fully on the generosity
of kingdom-minded
believers and
well-wishers.

• Your financial pledges or donation will
enable the School to continue to bring
in top-notched lecturers and support a
competent team of dedicated faculty
and staff to equip the body of Christ.
• A portion of the giving will also go
towards helping to provide scholarships
or subsidies to less fortunate but worthy
students who cannot afford their tuition
fees.
• Through your giving, it will enable the
School to bless the churches locally
through organised lectures, workshops
and seminars.

We invite you to be part of the kingdom-ministry
at Tung Ling Bible School through
your financial giving.

Here are some ways you can contribute
to the ministry:
• Monthly pledge to TLBS
• Bank transfer or GIRO to our DBS
account no.: 012-003312-5, Account
Name: Tung Ling Bible School Ltd

Thank you for

faithfully shepherding

each one of us over the
last

(Hebrews 6:10)

• Log into PayNow app and enter our
UEN number: 198403071C
OR

Class of

Term 1, 2022,
School of Ministry
2 Gambas Crescent, #10-04/05 Nordcom II, Singapore 757044
• T: +65 6345 4353 • F: +65 6345 4639 • E: Admin@Tungling.org.sg

• By way of bequests to TLBS, please
email to admin@tungling.org.sg or
call the office at 6345 4353 to discuss.

months!

God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and
the love you have shown him as you have helped
his people and continue to help them.

• Cheque donation payable to:
Tung Ling Bible School Ltd

• Scan the QR code:
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TUNG LING BIBLE SCHOOL
ADDRESS: 2 Gambas Crescent,
#10-04/05 Nordcom II,
Singapore 757044
TELEPHONE: +65 6345 4353
FAX: +65 6345 4639
EMAIL: admin@tungling.org.sg
WEBSITE: www.tungling.org.sg
FOLLOW US: @tunglingbibleschool
Facebook
Instagram

